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Architecture h_as the potential to serve as physical adhesive to social problems, never a permanent
remedy, but potentially a sedative to humanity's harsh physical realities. Too often architecture is
pulled to some fanatical degree, just like many a celebrity's behavior, setting dangerously selfish
precedents that are unnecessarily repeated. This is irresponsible architecture no less destructive
than projects neglected for lack of mass public interest and low-budgets. No upstanding or hip new
development of mixed-use properties for the posh life-stylists would be excited to include special
housing to accommodate the less fortunate members of society, nor would many architects. These
projects are built by the dozens however with great investment for the sole purpose of isolating life
and securing more profit. Glory is deemed to the architects finding the most creative ways to house
soulless artworks and once in a while an institution to help the helpless is graced with celebrity expertise only to find its artistry far outlives its functionality. It seems increasingly evident that our society would sooner forfeit values, priorities, justice before novelty. One might honestly have to sum up
most of the motivation behind our products as ethically bankrupt. So let our most powerful tools - if
here that might be theoretical architecture - provide relief for society's failings as they are so rarely
and sincerely allowed to in harsh reality.
No man ever knew, or can know, what will be the ultimate result to himself, or to others, of
any given line of conduct. But every man may know ... what is a just and an unjust act. And
all of us may know also, that the consequences of justice will be ultimately the best possible, both to others and ourselves, though we can neither say what is best, or how it is
likely to come to pass.
John Ruskin, Unto This Last (1862) p.8
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· lossar
Ad-hoc concerned with or formed for a particular purpose
(Merriam-Webster Dictionary. Merriam-Webster
Incorporated; Springfield, Massachusetts, 1994.)
Ambiguity architecturally speaking, describes the aesthetic quality of a
structure typically in contrast with some common theme,
narrative, pattern(s), or trend in the contextual environment.
Autonomy architecturally speaking, describes the functional quality of
a structure typically in contrast with the common pattern of
function or tectonic pattern dominant in the contextual
environment.

Datum

refers to a primary form - often geometrically
simple and dominant - upon which all other
additive forms and transitory elements will abide
for functional and aesthetic relevance to the whole.

Delight

one of the three qualities of architecture, translated
from Vitruvius' ancient writings, pertaining to its
aesthetic ability to inspire the mind visually or
through experience - as with sunlight entering
Gothic cathedrals.

Envelope

Brownfield a site previously or currently constructed on often referring
to urban infill sites, parking lots, and abandoned buildings
or properties.
FAR
Commodity one of the three qualities of architecture, translated from
Vitruvius' ancient writings, pertaining to its ability to
sufficiently accommodate a need or function especially to
the degree of improving the ability to serve that need or
function.
Firmness
Context the realm of influence on all architectural aspects from the
broad cultural and metaphysical relationships it could bare
with society- such as values - to the physical dimensions
of adjacent constructions - such as width of a sidewalk.
xiii

the essential quality of architecture for which it
was invented - to shelter/enclose some human
purpose from detriment by environmental
elements.
the acronym for floor area ratio pertaining to the
cumulative building floor area divided by the
available site area at grade level - represented in
decimal format such as 1.0 for a building whose
floor area consumes the entire available site.
one of the three qualities of architecture, translated
from Vitruvius' ancient writings, pertaining to its
fitness for its intended function and its overall
fitness as a sustainable structure for human use.

PWA the acronym for people living with AIDS or patients
with AIDS commonly used in the medical and
sociological fields.
Sustainability a term used in context with the tectonic and
functional firmness quality of architecture; also
adopted as the theoretical coin for concern of
environmentally constructive. energy conscious.
resourceful, reusable, efficient, and culturally
cohesive, among many other qualities, of mankind's
fabricated built environment.
Tectonic refers to the structural quality of architectural forms
in both aesthetic and functional regards.
Watermark

the quality of an idea or tangible object architecture here - to evoke a intrinsic emblem of
the collective essential values from or for which the
idea or object was derived.

·abstract
The concept is to implement a housing facility designed to
accommodate people living with AIDS (commonly referred to as
PWA) with a foundational commercial space for mixed-uses. This
facility's integration with the local culture is complimentary of the
tectonic charact~ristics increasingly common in the urban region.
Its functionality for special needs housing as well as its socially and
architecturally sustainable virtues will exude its ethical burden with
both the social and built context. Yet, the aesthetic vocabulary it
will employ will serve not only these aspects kin to 'firmness' and
'commodity', but also enable its 'delight' through cohesion with the
local culture.

0004

The evolving nature and mutations of our built environment virtually
portrays the attitudes evolving in society. This addition to the Deep
Ellum district of Dallas. Texas will exhibit and test new forms and
possibilities with specialized housing for PWAs among other
blighted groups evolving in society. A critical assessment of the
'make-do' or ad-hoc temperament fluid in the radical construction
methods contributing to their local context will provide the
linguistic dialect for cohesive integration with the regional
narrative.

abstract ·
thesis statement
The synergisitc exploration of transitional housing functions and sustainable urban development
could be mediated ethically with critical regard for the regional impact by reinforcing an underlying
cu ltural narrative rooted in the contextual environment.

scope of project
A 40,000 to possibly 50,000 square foot construction will resourcefully use a 20,000 square foot lot
for a mixed-use facility. The facility will include a primary function of residential and assembly occupancies for serving the unique housing needs of people living with AIDS. The secondary function is
a commercial space implemented for retail or studio space for local merchants. The parking will be
added as feasibly as possible to the infrastructure for both occupancies unless other arrangements
are negotiated with civic authorities.

context statement
The Deep Ellum cultural district of Dallas. Texas is experiencing an evolution from filthy and dangerous into a culturally rich investment opportunity that has grown over the past two decades. The reclamation and redevelopment of its industrial village condition has steadily pushed the blight further
east. This facility, on the southeast fringe presents a prime opportunity to offer some particularly distressed and hopeless locals a redeeming community atmosphere of their own. Surrounded by refurbished industrial residences full of young professionals, small businesses, and the most diverse
nightlife scene in the metro area. it draws many AIDS infected young adults into the social climate
from which they might otherwise feel rejected. Its eclectic gamut of service industries offer many
opportunities for employment to those in desperate need, but the housing prospects are not yet so
inviting.

· thesis statement
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The synergy of values in local buildings. Colors respond to
functions also used in analysis and planning diagrams.

The synergetic exploration of transitional housing functions and
sustainable urban development could be mediated ethically with
critical regard for the regional impact by reinforcing an underlying
cultural narrative rooted in the contextual environment.

Essentially, the integration of this special housing facility in the
Deep Ellum/Fair Park sector of Dallas brings three underlying
issues to be addressed. The first, critical regionalism, occurs very
selectively with the implementation of this facility cohesively into
its culturally dynamic environment. The second, functionality,
occurs with the sufficiency of this facility to serve its users' needs.
Not just to put a roof over their head, although this is exceeding
some of their current conditions. Rather, progressively exploring
solutions to housing for blighted social groups that may mark a
local precedent and perpetually evolve with necessity. The third,
sustainability, is not only a commonly recurring issue for modern
architecture but a role of its functionality and regional awareness.
Sustainable methods are an inevitable demand for ethical urban
development that should effectively carry over into the next
generation. This concern has penetrated the urban planning values
of the Dallas, Texas community.
The proposal is not so presumptuous as to attempt healing these
urban ills by theoretical synthesis with these complicated issues.
Rather, to sedate their negative impact and shed creative light on
their possibility of cohesion within the elected urban context.

Assessing the synthesis of these issues poses aesthetic challenges
to the solution:
1. Could functionality and sustainability be reasonably
addressed and interpreted through a theoretical aesthetic
approach that mediates their synergy with a regional theme?
2. Does a place's vernacular qualities overrule the autonomy
and ambiguity of progressive architecture or can it enable its
integration?
3. Will the form's ambiguity differentiate it from typical housing
solutions in this context or is this ambiguous aggregate form
coherent visual language with the eccentricity prevalent in the
contextual environment?
These questions are intentionally broad for the reason of bridging
aesthetic debates among architects on the ethical approach to these
urban design dilemmas. The issues they pose navigate the design
destination from an architectural perspective without neglecting the
more functional issues demanding a solution. The navigation tools
for the solution are further explored in Theoretical Strategy and
Epistemology + Pathology. The functional issues are further
explored in the Facility and Context Programming sections.

· erformance criteria
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This local building has
persevered in its initial form
with renovated uses and
added functions with entirely
new forms that befit them
ideally. The alley was even
reclaimed for new valuable
purpose appropriate to its
new uses.

Architecture is an attempted physical solution for mankind's
challenging circumstances on at least two or three levels.
Vitruvius' establishes the traditional three-tiered system including
"delight" in compliment with "firmness" and "commodity". Aldo
Rossi boils it do.wn to two variables, an aesthetic problem just as
well as a functional one, stating that "aesthetic intention and the
creation of better surroundings for life are the two permanent
characteristics of architecture" (21 ). Therefore, the theoretical
perspective driving the form addresses an aesthetic tandem with
function. However, Rossi has contended with the Modernists'
function-fitting forms and Antiquity's myriad of typologies to assert
that the fitness of these forms will inevitably change with each
generation to appease the current society's needs and cultural
trends. The dictum cannot be strictly form follows (expresses)
function. The purposefulness of its form would not be healthy for
sustainable urban development.
As irony has it, the very products of the Functionalist tangent now
contribute the infrastructure for major renovations opposing the
purpose they were intended for. Rossi observes this pattern of
recycled forms throughout ancient Europe alluding that each
generation transforms their environment to fit their needs or
desires with respect to some relative quality of permanence. One
major sustainable concern of modern urban conditions is the lack
of permanence and value of existing infrastructure suitable for
recycled uses. For urban places like Dallas, Texas, infill and
additions are crucially necessary solutions for new sustainable
building projects.

The design p~oblem of facilitating special housing for people living
with AIDS. like any problem, has varying depths of impact both
socially and in the built environment. There are three degrees of
influence on which this facility will have an impact:
1. Social segment in need of housing fit for their condition yet
mutable enough to sustain transformation for new purposes.
2. Local context that consists of an especially eclectic culture
both in built and social form in which special needs housing transitional or permanent - might be integrated with the
assortment of mixed-use transformations,
3. Urban district desperately needing development to
constructively increase its density, accommodate diversity, and
inherently increase capacity.

All three issues correlate at different degrees consequently
reinforcing a social/political agenda of sustainable transformation.
The ultimate goal is a synthesis of these issues in built form.
Objectively, the form will be implanted to a brownfield ,
rehabilitation sit.e in which its integration can be tested against a
dynamic urban culture with equally dynamic opportunities for
building up and building on. The driving demands for this facility
are shared by every responsible modem piece of architecture.
Here they have been broken down by degrees of contextual
relevance (priority) and constituent considerations:
Contextual response regards local culture in both the social
and built environment -

t 008
- Tectonically mediating additive architectural form with the
cultural narrative of the characteristic urban region,
Utilizing contextual patterns derived from the local
narrative to express the character of cultural values in the
region,
- And integrating a place of restoration and transition in an
optimum context for social interaction and service accessibility
(concurrent with sustainable issues).

2 Sustainability is an ethical priority for both the facility and
regional context Exploring the ability to retain a datum form - primary
simplistic and permanent geometry - with temporal and
transitional elements for enabling future transformations,
Integrating sustainable tectonic alternatives for
construction that promote the long term use and positive
environmental impact of the building,
- And reinforcing a momentous local agenda to integrate
sustainable values and built features into the urban region
tandem with the entire city's future
development/redevelopment.
3 Functionality pertains at two degrees, current and future Exploring the possibility of transitional housing models for
blighted urban dwellers, in particular those presently living with
AIDS,
- And synthesizing with a local narrative by applying
contextual patterns of transitional development, consequently
promoting the sustainable ability to transform its purpose.

·theoretical strate
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In our Western society, fashion too often dictates design solutions and capitalism labels the shallow
motivations of modern architecture primarily in the public and commercial realm. Seldom is there an
effectively attempted solution of physical form appropriately addressing all of these depths within
any given community. Canniffe reprimands the use of false vernacular and progression of valueless
development; "Where respect is expressed, it is reserved for the self-consuming progress of capital
which gathers its money from these arenas of delusion" (62). The wayward respect referred to is
one towards values, those of the local participants both served and serving. Canniffe also defends
the designer's position to mediate - at best sedate - these destructive urban patterns; "While
architecture and planning cannot resolve all social ills, it is possible to take an ethical position
regarding exploitation which does not hide behind a refusal to make public value judgments" (62).
Three undercurrent concerns, mutually defaulting from fashion but differing in motivation, provide
pathological and physical guidelines toward forming a progressive concept of integration for special
needs housing in the urban environment. These three theoretical perspectives, urban critical
regionalism, sustainability, and functionality, have become increasingly dominant and interrelated
issues with contemporary architecture for any type in any environment. especially 'the urban'. What
is performed tectonically with this facility should resonate a watermark of ethical integration with the
local cultural development both socially and structurally. Canniffe poignantly illustrates the
sustainability of ethical architecture for us:
... ethic can be created which, although it uses descriptors from the language of form,
through the delineation of an aesthetic is able to ensure that even if these conflicts are
unresolved, a diversity of common values are at least represented in the public realm. (92)

The theoretical strategy of this proposal may appear as either a three-tiered conjunction or at best a
primarily critical regionalist concern within urbanism. Ethical architecture does not serve one
concern and neglect others or irrationally submit them all to one stream of theoretical thought. A
genuine attempted solution and often most successful architectural forms stem from many
concerns attempting the most cohesive mediation of them all. The social need for cohesive,
place-making architecture is aesthetic while the resolution of progressive housing for blighted
groups in society is more tangible. Both exist in the harsh reality of urbanity and its evolving
dilemma of sustainable development; the holistic 'firmness' of architecture. Interestingly enough,
the supposed sustainability of an urban region relies on the 'delight' of its society members which is
a byproduct of their tangible built environment. Therefore, this evolving sustainable goal for urban
redevelopment encompasses those less mechanical dilemmas of delight and commodity.
Like any problem there could be any number of approaches to each perspective. This attempt is
born of sincere concern for the comprised functionality, sustainability and cohesion of such a
solution in the elected urban context and explores the architectural possibility of synthesis.
Ultimately, this solution should present a tangible juxtaposition of social needs and cultural values
fostered with modern demands on the growing dilemma of urbanism.
Much of the strength of any particular urban region lies in its cultural traditions and the
unique relationships that its residents develop with each other and with the land. This
uniqueness gives a region vitality, helps it take advantage of particular local concern, and
makes it an interesting place to live. Local culture•. history and wisdom can add to
sustainability, and their best aspects should be preserved. Such preservation will often take
conscious action by governments to encourage traditional crafts, languages, rituals, cultural
practices, and building techniques; to protect important local products from mass-produced
imports; to protect local farmland and resource stocks: and to integrate vernacular
architecture and materials into local development.
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A closer look at the very raw stacking of
entirely different building purposes and their
functionally rendered forms in conjunction and
harmony.

· theoretical strate
Stephen Wheeler. quoted last from "The Image of the City", frames
the purpose of sustainability in the urban context. This lies at the
heart of arguments posed in past decades by Jane Jacobs and
Kevin Lynch towards the danger of stripping a region of its tangible
identity or deveJoping one without it. Aesthetic narratives in the
built environment are a vital lifeline in urban 'cultural spheres'
supporting the intangible phenomenology that human culture
thrives on. Canniffe frames the purpose of narratives as a
sustainable instrument of reinforcing 'place' in the built
environment.
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Narratives are therefore forms of understanding which
encourage communication to take place. The reception of
these narratives embodied in myth, ritual. even building
will differ, but will appeal beyond the narrow constraints of
immediate temporal function. (84)
rebuild, initiative is often
taken to tear through and
build on almost brutally
depicting a violent evolution
of values.

In the elected regional context the narrative is an evolving conflict
of value function and tectonic function. The local construction
method of the past two decades consists of radical adhocism. The
diversity of values for the eclectic, artistic and audacious culture in
this region is one born of violent social economic evolution both in
the social and built context. A vigilant yet unstructured cultural
reclamation of its infrastructure has allowed the genuine adhocist
ingenuity to sprawl with unrestrained creativity. It is the
ambiguous aesthetic playground that Adolf Loos would condemn
and Robert Venturi would adore.

Yet. this does. not occur by any preemptive planning intention but
by reckless default. This is not to advocate recklessness or
eclecticism as a design motive. Rather, motive for embracing the
unique opportunity to construct ambiguously as so many
post-modernists have sought to do with stark opposition and
autonomy from the contextual environment.
In terms of the narrative symbolized tectonically throughout the
urban region, Baker gives an enlightening argument tandem with
Canniffe towards the purpose of patterns in architectural language.
From the earliest times man has used language as his basic
form of communication, a system whereby words have a
meaning understood by all within an ordered grammatical
framework. The inadequacy of words to express certain
meanings has led to the development of non-verbal
communication systems whose purpose is to assist and
extend comprehension of aspects of experience. Science,
the arts and music each extend our understanding of the
world by means of constructions not possible within
language alone, and architecture gives meaning to aspects of
life that cannot adequately be conveyed by words. (Baker 18)

The top image is a deanly
defined collaboration of local
building material composed in
the modernist fashion, as
opposed to a deconstructivist
chaos of similar materials
found on the same street bottom image - among many
other dramatic statements.
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These industrial renovations have each employed an artistic and
function expression of its own with a pattern of materials and
construction methods that confer with one another throughout the
neighborhood.

This effectively describes the instrumentation of this narrative
language evolving in the urban region as a means for cohesion
with the context. In design, this affords the advantage to
informally address the functional and sustainable issues with
vernacular abandonment except in that it adheres to the raw
ingenuity found spawning through the local built environment. It is
strangely poetic to the cultural values seeding the narrative aspect
of refurbishment. In this social context, self expression is plated
against one's outer membrane as tattoos and piercings. Any
contemporary sociologist would identify this pattern behavior as a
non-verbal form of social communication received and interpreted
by cultural awareness by the participating social members. Trivial
as some like Loos would like to make it seem, this communication
reinforcement bares a great portion of social stability. Even the
piecemealed clothing fashion, comparable to the adapted building
aesthetics, stems from resourceful adhocism. The function is
nonetheless transparent but diversity is achieved and values are
effectively expressed layered one on to the other in collage like
density.

This narrative.of adhocism fluid throughout the social and built
culture provides a palate of pattern and language - figuratively as
Baker has illustrated - from which to draw from for vernacular
dialogue - cohesion through the established mutual mode of
expression. Canniffe seems to promote this theoretical
abandonment to contextually valuable building methods for
progressive urban design stating: "Representing a diversity in the
city is the fundamental aspiration of urban narratives" (emphasis
added, 127). An analysis of these elements and examples of their
implementation in the urban region is discussed in the Context (C)
subsection Contextual Sythesis.
The industrial structures lend themselves generously to reusability
with slight augmentations.
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top: Ralph Erskine's Byker Wall Housing in
Newcastle.

Metropolis regions will not come to balance until each one is small and autonomous enough
to be an independent sphere of culture.
Alexander (11)
Alexander has established a framework for the g~mut of common pattern language in the
tangible world of design from the broad degree of city to the details of construction. He
beckons us as designers to seek a balance and employment of these patterns in such a way as
to create not only coherent but meaningful places. He compares this with language organized
to produce the "profound density" of poetry versus simple prose (xii). The intrinsic aesthetic
language recognized and deriving from the cultural narrative in the urban region is the tectonic
patterns previously defined as adhocism. The Latin term ad-hoc - employed as the prefix title
with an additive theoretical 'ism' - differs in definitions but most commonly means for this
purpose. The very nature of its phonic composition - ad-hoc-(+ )ism - ironically evokes its
meaning.

t024
middle: homeless dome shacks instinctively
built from local construction scraps.

Adhocism is mostly a pathological phenomenon related to human instinct and more applicable to
psychological theory than architecture. However, its notion has been evident throughout history and
only recently explored by the Postmodernists in aesthetic constructs. Its quality seems inherent with
the conflict and aggregate byproducts of evolution. One may readily observe it in the resourcefully
constructed shantytowns of third world countries and in the experimental contrivances of scientists
or computer programmers. Yet, it is possibly most obvious in the piecemeal facilitations of
frontiersmen in the American West. In 1949, Charles and Ray Eames set a formal precedence for
ad-hoc design when building their own home with the advantageous post-industrial plethora of mass
produced construction materials. The 'harmonious parts', ordered from catalogues, are
simultaneously designed and assembled on site with partially preconceived plans. The aesthetic is
as playful as the concurrently popular Erector Sets , which still continue testing adolescent ingenuity
today.

RESPONSIVE REGIONAL ANALYSIS
Aldo Rossi is perhaps the most intuitive critic of the ad-hoc notion in the urban environment. Rossi
identifies dynamics of entire civilizations by the adaptations they have made on their more
,_..:--:_,••.._
monumental architecture. The beauty of pure and often symmetrical forms is the most obvious and ..1 .. :
f~.-,
intriguing evidential remnant as seen with his examples of ancient Roman amphitheaters converted ..,~.,..,.~
into housing conglomerations. He portrays the harmonious vernacular response of additions with
the Palazzo della Ragione and argues the inevitability of transformation. Deductively, any structure
we subject to the urban machine will suffer evolution or demise.
[architecture] ... as a creation inseparable from civilized life and the society in which it is
manifested. By nature it is collective .... With time, the city grows upon itself; it acquires a
consciousness and memory. In the course of its construction, its original themes persist,
but at the same time it modifies and renders these themes of its own development more
specific. (Rossi 21, emphasis added)
Rossi does not definitively associate "themes" with the concept of narratives, but the correlation is
parallel. The regional narrative is applied - tattooed - on the constructed environment of a
consciously diverse and honest civilization as narrative memory for coming generations. There once
had been an iconological - monumental in Lynch's terms - amphitheater in the ancient city where
there is now ad-hoc motivated housing facilitations. The pattern of its initial geometry still narrates
the grandeur and entertainment oriented values of its generation and gives its evolved purpose a
dynamic quality regardless of its abstraction.

top: Rossi identifies the existing fonn of an
amphitheater subtly mutated to serve changing
needs.
bottom: Archipelontwerpers scheme to progressively add sustainable housing alternatives to abandon seaport warehouses.
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AUTONOMOUS BUILDING ANALYSIS
At the building level, innovative designers have synthesized ideas and values evolving in their culture
in tectonic compositions as long as history was recorded. One of Jencks' most prominent notions is
with the progressive schemes of Viollet-le-Duc. Although he remained rooted in the Gothic
vernacular, he played with the implementation of modern iron technology towards more progressive
possibilities with the traditional forms.
Postmodern architects have persistently and inadvertently produced ad-hoc forms and patterns in
the assorted theoretical tangents of the past few decades. Most often the additive nature of their
projects is in lieu of functional concerns, from the fragmentation of spaces for specific purposes to
composition of relief elements like the notorious light diffusion devices creatively employed by
Renzo Piano. Some, like Rem Koolhaas are simply bent on avoiding typological status in search of
the most expressive way to achieve the program in its built form autonomous of a formula. This
response has merit except in its ease for neglecting collective values pertinent to a region. If a
region's identity instigates the aesthetic language of an individual project then an ethical approach
wou ld integrate with this formula rather than conjure its own ambiguous value expression.

t 027 This rendering by Violet le due
shows an eagerness to expand the
functionality of traditional forms with
the capabilities of iron, the latest
technology and trend of his time.

The instilled value statement present for this proposal is most comparable to the regional cohesive
solutions that Renzo Piano achieves with harmonious elements of sustainable virtue. These
elements are often added almost blatantly as if it were an afterthought seen in projects like the Menil
Museum in Houston, Texas. The form is in reverence to its function and context. Whereas, the
added elements respond to a modern value adjustment that works autonomously, even in contrast,
but provocatively in harmony with the dominant form or datum. The whole is essentially an ad-hoc
solution to an assortment of issues and collective values. Hierarchy and transitions between
tectonic elements and spaces evoke the priority of their values.

MODERN MOTIVATIONS
Urban development like all modern progressions, such as language
or technology, is essentially an ad-hoc process. Rossi alludes to
this quality in Modern Architecture just as 12Ferdinand de
Saussure found with linguistics (22). As phonic adaptations were
assigned to new definitions so was a vocabulary of form to
functions in buildings. The mistake here is to assume that these
created typologies classify our building opportunities. Do we build
opportunistically to accommodate a current need for the user. the
local context and unpredictable future users? The Modernists that
initiated the static forms of industrial productivity constituting many
rehabilitation districts like Deep Ellum could not have foreseen the
ready transformation of their modules into trendy housing
accommodations. This phenomenon could certainly be attributed
to the ad-hoc instinct designers and users employed with reckless
persistence in conjunction with the paradigmatic trends of society.
Regardless, it has promoted more sustainable urban living
accommodations to upcoming generations. Swept up in that
population are those with disadvantages neglected by capitalist
motivated housing solutions.
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Rem Koolhaas, Congress and Exhibition Hall, Lille

This approach can have opposing motivations just like any tool.
We will call these constructive and passive for this argument. The
constructive approach takes what is given or available - an
industrial building shell - and adapts it to suit its desired purpose
as effectively as possible - loft living, offices, roof gardens, and so
on. Where as passive adhocism sprouts up when it is least
necessary among suburbs and rural pastures making some elusive
gesture or attempt at defining functionality for a singular purpose.
This approach can leave behind very complicated and disruptive
forms unfit for future adaptations.
This added form theoretically elaborates on the current local trend
to further the usefulness of a facility by extending its capabilities
either beside or above its initial form in effective and efficient
means. The rooftops of many buildings in this district have been
augmented and added on to. Some perturb the contextual
harmony with clutter using minimal creativity, while others
supplement something like an outdoor dining/entertaining
experience where one was not initially feasible. The latter is of
course the more sustainable aim of the progressive investors in the
area.

The conceptual modularity pathology was discovered during
preliminary design and is discussed in the Process Preliminary
section.

·theoretical relevance
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SOCIALLY
The AIDS crisis has received fervent attacks from the medical front approaching the disease as an
unfamiliar enemy using any resource imaginable to combat its unforgiving agenda. Architects are
not in place to confront destructive molecules. R~ther, they are obligated to confront destructive
social patterns brooding in the built environment. Despite a call to action by the AIA and
propagation of concerns for social sustainability, the issue of prescriptive AIDS housing has been
virtually avoided on the grounds of political or economical disincentive. Possibly, the absence of a
sound facility type to program and design in regards to has derailed or strained the designers that
attempt these ambitious projects. It is truly an experiment.
Urban housing is however the most provocative experiment in architecture as evidenced by each
generations failed and persistent returning to the problem of encapsulating the most essential built
space in human life in the urban context. Many intriguing and considered sustainable models have
been proposed and tested for blighted population groups. These models are further discussed in
the Contextual Precedents. The PWA population is one of many assorted groups experiencing
detrimental treatment in the urban environment and deserving of innovative solutions to their
housing needs. These groups are each unique in their needs. Yet as their needs change along with
the social makeup of their region, they may easily transition into past forms of progressive housing if
these housing solutions were in such a mutable state. This reinforces the sustainable concern of
reusable facility types. If luxury condominiums are so easily crafted from bulky factory and
warehouse structures, then specialized housing ought to have some feasible parallel.

t033

BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Deep Ellum and Fair Park compose a place with recognizable and valuable culture that. Rykwert
would certainly advise embracing and enabling while Jacobs might commend for its rich diversity
and reusability.14 This richness is attributed to generations of transformation layering its facades
with contrasting textures and expressions. The perpetual drama of urban life and transitions played
out on its walls in contest for prominence. The modern aesthetic has become one of adhocism;
addition as is necessary and allowable. Here there is little that is sacred. The most historically
cherished and preserved built elements are primarily clustered around or within the art deco narrated
Fair Park campus. Many of the refurbished historical public parks and buildings in Fair Park are an
extension of Dallas' cultural venue that Lynch would identify as 'nodes' and Rossi might have equally
called 'monumental' places.15 The concentration of this eclectic culture bleeding from street life on
to the walls that shape it consists of the medium between this monumental Fair Park campus and
the heart of downtown Dallas on its oldest axis corridors.
Canniffe discusses the urban context as a quartet of elements seemingly ignoring the street as a
definitive element unlike Lynch (81 ). These four elements, patterns, narratives, monuments and
spaces, seem to cohere with Rossi's terminology. They mutually recognize the ever important
monument, from courtyard fountain to coliseum, and the patterns. Rossi alludes to the patterns,
such as amphitheaters, that Modernism would assign to types and Neo-modernism would reject as
types for the sake of rebellion. Canniffe does not endorse any radical polemic fashion, summing up
his stance with this assertion: " .. .urban cohesion might best be achieved by the acceptance of
differences rather than either through the artificial imposition in architectural form or the aggressive
assertion of rival identities" (81 ). He proposes to seek a conscience driven harmony between these
elements that enables a coherent urban environment. This seemingly shares an ethical motivation
with Jacobs and Rykwert. This conjecture between urban elements correlating to cultural heritage
produces a narrative.

---
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The redevelopment of industrial buildings here
in Dublin was designed so that the additions
were distinct from the original form but also
patterned after local forms of residential architecture with pitched roofs and smoke stacks.
Andrezej Wejchert, Redevelopment of Smithfield Village, Dublin

·theoretical relevance
The narrative may also be pre-established as with the formally
arranged Roman urban plans. Deep Ellum is more like the medieval
reckless public reclamation of the built environment than the pristine
grid and simplicity of Antiquity or Modernism. Here the culture
governs and establishes place.
There is a tectonic advantage here that is tragically ignored in the
temporal, speculative mass market developments seeding the urban
peripheral. Dallas has become far too fertile a soil for this placeless
development trend and is only now attempting to reinforce the core
urban structure it has neglected. Deep Ellum and Fair Park are a
major focal point for that redevelopment. The awareness of place
crucially needs reinforcement so not to be swept up by a backlash of
monotonous, banal developments.
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This tectonic advantage lies in the Modernist industrial forms that
lend themselves, as if predisposed, to additive construction. They
present a static shell - structurally exaggerated, rigid and simple from which to build upon. They bare a sustainable capability to be
easily built upon. like the ageless masonry masses in European
urban cores. The driving forces pertaining to styles of a place economic and social politics such as real estate - and the ever
burdensome typologies of function constructed these forms
initially only to abandon them to the mercy of a more progressive
and resourceful generation. As Rossi warns, we can't predict
these powers but only make the most of the opportunities they
give us to enrich our built environment for better living. Therefore,
the proposal here will attempt to design a theoretical solution
ignoring the disenchanting political and economical rigors
potentially constricting the proposal's possibility.

Implementation may be achieved in the greater impact of the
region and congruent with the local promotion of sustainable
through addition or infill development. A brownfield site will be
redeveloped whether with new construction from the grade or built
upon an existing infrastructure. Building on to a remnant industrial
form will preferably serve several value expressions. First it will
portray the possibilities of optimum use for this type of infrastructure to increase the density of development of the region - secondly - adding to its sustainable capacity for urban dwellers. A
third expression here more subtly allows for an adjacent juxtaposition of generational values that plays into the local narrative and
genuinely explores the conjecture of the regional pattern language.

Expression of the pathological values in this facility will be conveyed autonomously composed in the ad-hoc fashion, although
their composition should result in harmony. Their contrast alludes
to the evolution of values in society and will be mediated at their
transitions tectonically in the aesthetic and methodical patterns of
the regional language.
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Conjecture of a vocabulary of rhythmic proportions and repetition
with added elements overlaid on the datum form will exhibit the
local pattern. This datum - representative of more permanent existing structures like the existing industrial buildings - plays the
static canvas upon which persistent transformations take place.
This conjecture evokes the narrative of raw artistry clashing with
rigid urban remnants of politics characterizing the local persona.
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Harmony of tectonic patterns and aesthetic composition might
read poetically as visual language with each element of the design.
If the effect reads more intentional and refined against the local
patterns this should not hinder its cohesive implementation. The
solution is intended as a progressive synthesis with the regional
narrative.

rnrn

I
The tactics being used through this theoretical approach are essentially
derived from Clark and Pause's breakdown of "progressions" (252).
These patterns will be implemented in some degree through the
design of this facility to perform and express its raw progressive nature
and local contextual cohesion. They include:
1 HIERARCHY - occurs at two levels: autonomously with the
form identifying the datum from additive elements and distinguishes spaces. The aim is evoking the relationship of dependency on its connected forms, especially existing foundation,
and local environment.
2 TRANSITIONS - the aesthetic quality of transition between
original form and added elements is the most observable expression of the conjecture taking place. This relationship ship
of construction methods, materials, and especially their compositional qualities of contrast and cohesion also occur autonomously at the level within the facility itself and most importantly with the local context.
3 MEDIATIONS - with this instrument the implementation of
new form takes place either abrasively or cohesively. Reinforcing the local narrative involves conjecture with its pattern
language. This involvement ranges from material selection and
purpose to the very character of the form. The aesthetic quality can be reflective of the conflict and contrast of ad-hoc ingenuity upon pure, rigid forms. It can also be evoked with the
transitions previously discussed.

· otential desi n res onses + su ortin
t 041 Exterior concrete walls and steel
bottom supports
left
t042 Interior office space exposing its
top support systems
t043
bottom Interior lobby interrupted by steel
right supports
t044 Plan of the facility showing simplicplan ity and proportion

recedents
TECTONIC CONTEXTUAL POETRY

K.J. MCNITI CONSTRUCTION; OKLAHOMA CllY, OKLAHOMA
Elliot + Associates narrated the science of construction with the
construction of th_e home of a construction company. One need
not even place a sign on the property - the point is driven over the
fence. A tectonic language is derived from the user's narrative for
this facility's aesthetic expression. The patterns of pipe steel and
tilt walls are more than economical. functional. efficient and expressive. This tectonic poetry portrays regional values in the sustainable use of locally available materials and a simplistic mutable
structure. This language is not just a public expression but permeates - quite literally - into the interior functions. The activity of
construction is portrayed consistently throughout its form and at
the complete interest of the use's values. (Dillon 54-61)
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AUTONOMOUS FUNCTIONALITY + COHESIVE
INTEGRATION
One of the highest priorities for this solution is to avoid being
locked into a set form. The facility ought to offer growth and
transition opportunities with the future desires of its owners as it is
established for the current users' needs. This not only permits
progression within its form for the changing nature of its users'
lifestyles but also adheres to the concern for more sustainable
buildings in the urban fabric.

LANDAU CITY LIBRARY ADDITION: LANDAU,
GERMANY
This century old meatpacking plant in Germany hardly suNived
both world wars only to lose a relevant functional use in the
modern age. Though an unlikely specimen, it was dedicated for
historic preseNation and reuse as a museum foundation. The
highly contemporary addition. representing an adhocist undertone,
applies material use and selection remaining subordinate to its
grander host though outweighing it in square-footage.
Sustainability was evidently the primary concern of its design.
However, the juxtaposition of its integration, mostly experienced
on the inside, expresses more support and synthesis than abrupt
contrast. Still, the materials are in complete contrast with each
other's properties. (Koenig 114-19)

top: exterior perspective showing
contrast in performance value of
new and old
middle: interior mediation
bottom left: exterior louvers screening the glazed south wall
bottom tight: interior contrast and

t048
bottom
right

.

t049
plan
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VALUE RESPECTED - FUNCTION ACHIEVED

INTERREGIONAL LABORATORY; OULLINS. FRANCE

Necessity belonging to the program should be addressed as
meaningfully as resources can allow within the pattern language
derived from local precedence. These 'necessities' may be evident
and calculated or inferred by contextual reasoning but serve as the
purest means to a solution. Despite ignoring the tendency of banal
novelty and an aim at performance, the perception of architecture is
never avoidable. Its persona to its users as well as public viewers
will have some influence on its performance. Hence, it should evoke
a sense of progression and transition opposing a static state if only
subtly by juxtaposed forms or incongruent planes. At most it could
make a striking statement of unstable evolution so often portrayed
by attention getters like Koolhaas. One extreme or another will
subjectively derive from the composed form, but either is sure to
please the audience in this eccentric population.

Jacques Ferrier Studio met the dilemma of restrictive budget and
extensive logistical demands for a laboratory at the Ecole des
mines in Paris with simplicity and an industrial ad-hoc ingenuity.
The design philosophy that has guided the design of many similar
institutional structures is sustainability of craftsmanship but
flexibility for long term use. The technological use evokes
innovation which also leads the designers to unprecedented
material uses and methods. With this facility the program was
recognized as requiring a building to act simply and efficiently as
envelope promoting a static. industrial type box. Protecting the
contents of the envelope was its highest functional priority. The
frame of concrete effectively became glass only directly
unexposed. An additive element of louvers regulates the
permeation of sunlight and visibility. Despite the cheapness of its
elemental skin, the form and its economical material relate to the
regional pattern language of concentrated residences and
shopping centers. This evokes an integral cohesion from its
austerity with the regional context. (Ferrier 73-89)

left: side elevation reveals layers of the form
top middle + right: louvers provide the facades shade and contrast
section: depicts the simplicity of the form and its sense of proportion
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WORLD NEIGHBORS; OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

t054
top

Once again, Elliot + Associates form the tectonic patterns inside
this renovated industrial space to depict the values and purpose of
its user's. A consistent language of raw construction materials
organically forms communities of "huts" for conducting business.
The contextual purpose of its user's business is expressed by the
simplistic disaster relief aesthetic of their composition. The
transitions and mediation of these materials and their construction
with the functionality of the enclosed space is perhaps the most
striking effect of the poetic expression. This space is also a down
to earth expression of transitional space and sustainable
construction qualities. Regardless of architectural expression, a
constraining budget and modesty were mediated as well. This is
textbook ethics in architecture. (Dillon 26-31)

t055
bottom
t 053
opposite

top: interior qualities are evidently temporal but sustainable in their
functionality and simplicity
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bottom: the plan depicts an organic like chaos in circulation; ironically this may well reflect the character of daily activity in this facility
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oppostte: daylighting helps to achieve ambient light - note its transmission into the corrugated plastic restroom roof

notes
Should the usage here of the term 'sedate' spark confusion, refer to
the Preface.
2 Heritage of architecture as an aesthetic discipline was reinforced by
Professor Matthew Gallegos. a prolific expert on architecture history in the
Texas Tech University College of Architecture. with emphasis on the long
tradition of reverence to Vitruvius' 'firmness. commodity, and delight'.
3 The condition of the architectural phenomena. the modern city and
city-focused society, was theoretically coined as "the urban" by Rem
Koolhaas in his controversial writing project Small, Medium. Large, X-Large
(1995).
4 Jane Jacobs attacks modem planning tactics in The Death and Life of
Great American Cities (New York; Random House, Inc.. 1961) for its neglect
of diversity within neighborhoods both in building uses and user groups
demanding that their mutual diversity within a cultural milieu enables the
healthy balance necessary for sustainable urban atmospheres.
5 Kevin Lynch identities the five typical components of a city in an
excerpt from The Image of the City (The City Reader. 2003) with the "node"
as a necessary element of public attraction or regional focal point
especially as a visual component as with the county court house in many
early American towns. Aldo Rossi dives deep into the complexity of urban
constructs in The Architecture of the City (Cambridge; MIT Press, 1984)
and attempts to quantify the phenomenal qualities of aging city
establishments calling them "monumental" from the Eitel Tower to a
generation permeating church building at the center of town. This quality
of monumentality is typically found physically qualifying for Lynch's
definition of nodes.

6 The phrase 'cultural spheres' is used in reference to Charles
Alexander's quote from A Pattern Language (11 ): "Metropolis regions
will not come to balance until each one is small and autonomous enough
to be an independent sphere of culture."
7 Adolf Loos was an initiating and possibly the most polemic
Modernist towards purity and formal simplicity of form proclaiming the
"degenerate" status of decoration in Ornament an Crime (1908) [Curtis

71].
8 Robert Venturi opposes the "sterility" of Modernism in favor of
"fragmentation" - correlation to vernacular diversity - that he argued as
expressive of modem life in Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture
(1966) [Curtis 561].
9 Adhocism: The Case for Improvisation by Charles Jencks and Nathan
Silver provides the most complete assessment dedicated to the
theoretical movement in art and architecture currently published. See:
Jencks, Charles and Nathan Silver. Adhocism: The Case for
Improvisation. New York; Doubleday &Company, Inc.. 1972.
the roof. opening the door". AIA Memo. June 1992.
10 A mid-century toy developed on A. C. Gilbert's (1884-1962) idea of
standard industrial construction elements scaled down for children's
endless experimentation leading the way for concepts such as Legos and
Lincoln Logs.
<http ://www.ideatinder.com/historyflnventions/erectorset. htm >

11 The vault inside a concert hall achieved by the collaboration of metal
and masonry construction (Eugene-Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc.
Entretienssur !'Architecture. vol.II . 1872.).
12 Ferdinand de Saussure is considered the father of linguistics. the
study of languages and the phenomenology of their creation.
13 See: Maxwell. Mark A.. AIA. "Housing for people with AIDS : raising
the roof. opening the door". AIA Memo. June 1992.
14 Joseph Rykwert discusses the richly admirable quality of places with
uniqueness of character in The Seduction of Place (New York; Random
House. Inc.. 2000.). one that is usually nurtured over time like that of New
Orleans' French Quarter.
15 Kevin Lynch identifies the five typical components of a city in ? (The
City Reader. ) with the "node" as a necessary element of public attraction
or circulatory focus especially as a visual component as with the county
court house in many early American towns. Aldo Rossi dives deep into
the complexity of urban constructs in The Architecture of the City
(Cambridge; MIT Press. 1984) and attempts to quantify the phenomenal
qualities of aging city establishments calling them "monumental" from
the Eifel Tower to a generation permeating church building at the center
of town. This quality of monumentality is typically found physically
qualifying for Lynch's definition of nodes.
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EPISTEMOLOGY + EXISTING STATE
Facilities that combine residential needs with the healthcare of PWAs had no consideration beyond
two decades ago. Once the effects and potential of the disease were better understood and society
was recognizing it as a formidable problem, concern began to circulate not only in healthcare
professions and political debates but among architects as well. The AIA Memo "Designing housing
for people with AIDS" issued in 1992 reflects the height of this concern in the architecture field.
Although architects aren't competing for these design opportunities nor publicizing their
iconographic pieces of this facility type on the cover of design journals, the healthcare field is
demanding special attention to this issue more than ever. Presumably, most architects would avoid
projects such as these for lack of political support and monetary incentive. Some of the most
successful facilities of the early nineties were designed on a pro bono basis. The United States
government has allocated 19.7 billion dollars to the AIDS epidemic of which nine percent is allocated
for housing assistance for PWAs (Kates 1). It might also be presumed that the challenge of
designing or programming a facility in which there is not much standard or precedence, one that
demands unfamiliar planning even for healthcare specialists, is a bit intimidating.
Keeping with the theme of adhocism, most current solutions for housing sensitive to the
circumstances of PWAs, ranging from rehabilitated nursing homes to industrial factories, have been
scrapped together with unrestrained creativity and extremely limited resources. The solutions have
'made-do' and so have their typically grateful occupants. Nearly all of the existing facility types have
employed adaptive reuse, rehabilitation, and preservation to program facilities around. Unlike a
hospital, there are not necessarily a wide variety of technical requirements beyond mechanical
demands similar to residential buildings. One of the most important components of this housing
facility setting it apart from typical multi-family housing is the integrated community and counseling
spaces. Former residential or hospitality structures seem to have made some of the more popular
facilities. These include nursing homes, large houses, hotels or apartments.

The program for each facility has evolved with consistent values.
Most case studies presented reflect the holistic treatment and
community atmosphere that are desired for these types of
residential facilities. Some, like the Lyons Building or Samaritan
House, focus mostly on establishing a safe housing environment
for PWAs in which they govern themselves as a community
through differing methodologies. The care for these PWAs
consists in optimizing the functional relationships with their facility.
One factor is the availability of transportation. Otherwise, the
patients require a walking distance or mass transit resource and
close proximity to treatment facilities, including but not limited to
hospitals, clinics, counselors' or doctors' offices.
A few common aspects are prevalent in almost every project. One
is the involvement of nature or flora. Another is regional
awareness.
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The area conditions are typically distressed already, but always
require some notion of cohesion with the contextual social cu rrents.
It is usually never enough that a facility is providing a haven for
people otherwise adding to the problems and rehabilitating or
occupying a festering vacancy. A simple plan or layout, linear in
many cases, is one common strategy. Another is to break the
repetitive spaces or anchor corridor ends with rest or recreation
space giving residents a hopeful destination. The Leeway AIDS
Facility exhibits this method with a courtyard at each end of its long
residential corridor. A more dynamic feature this former steel factory
also employees is a double width corridor separated by periodic
planters with trees down the center. The roof ridge above this
corridor opens north to collect indirect daylight making even the
corridor itself a sort of courtyard.

left awide corridor splits the plan acting more like a riving space
right the alloNance of dayfigrt and flora in the corridor space is highlighted on
the section
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The Easler House by Payette Associates demonstrates the Frank
Lloyd Wright philosophy of complete design showing complete
consideration of the entire space to its user. All of the
accommodations necessary, built-in to each resident's room
maximize the otherwise confining spaces. They reflect dormitory
style quarters yet with handicap considerations. Other room plans,
like those of the New Hope Residents in San Pedro, provide
full-fledged apartments with kitchens, shared bedrooms, and even
a deck or patio. The common theme is to provide an atmosphere
that these individuals could not have afforded or maybe even
hoped for in their prior circumstances that helps enable them to
regain a 'normal' life and interact in a sensitive community. The
run-of-the-mill apartments or low-income housing don't usually
even attempt to achieve this quality of place.
One thing is certain, the urban context has become the most
feasible environment for these specialized residential facilities.
Unlike facilities such as nursing homes whose contextual
placement prefers a quite residential region to give the its
occupants peace of mind and cohesion with families, the typical
PWA of this generation is a young adult desiring to maintain
integration with the resources and social context they might
otherwise feel rejected from. The concentration of job
opportunities and social interaction in the urban environment,
especially one as liberally diverse and evolving as Deep Ellum,
presents the optimum environment for their integration.

USER GROUP
Information gathered by the Kaiser Family Foundation, mostly
accurate up to 2003, confirms that around eighty-two percent of
the PWAs in the United States are living in metropolitan areas. Of
the ten states in U.S. that constitute almost three quarters of the
PWA population that year, Texas ranked fourth. Although the
progress of antiretroviral treatment has dramatically suppressed
the morbidity effects and mortality rates among PWAs, the number
of diagnosis was still on the rise by almost five percent as of 2003.
Sexual transmissions constitute more than halt of those cases with
a majority shift to the heterosexual orientation. However,
substance abuse infections are also a rising proportion. (Kates 1-2)
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All in all, the most characteristic PWA in the near future could be an
African American male or female between the ages of twenty-five
and forty-four. The urban youth, minority and female population have
been rapidly increasing in the proportion of diagnosis for HIV/AIDS.
More than halt of the new infections up to 2003 are below age
twenty-five. AIDS remains the fifth leading cause of death among
twenty-five to forty-four year olds and sixty-four percent of them are
minorities - Hispanic or African American. Of the entire PWA
population studied before 2003, women contributed twenty-even
percent and more than half of these cases were under the age of
nineteen. This deduces a radical shift in the character of the blighted
PWA population over the next decade. Where minorities and women
in particular had already constituted highly disadvantaged social
groups in the United States, their blighted circumstances will
presumably be magnified. Adding to the dilemma, some of these
women will have dependent children and most will be without a
spouse. (Kates 1-2)
bottom left: Estimated re11 AIDS cases, deaths among persons with AIDS
and people living with AIDS, 1985-2003
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· facilit s nthesis
MISSION STATEMENT

GOALS + OBJECTIVES

Provide a transitional and circumstance sensitive residential
alternative to social groups experiencing a common blighted
condition in society. This residential facility cloaks its occupants with
safety and shelter while integrating them with the regional urban
community facilitating their social and personal restoration.

The ultimate occupancy objective is to alleviate effects of
depression and fatigue for residing PWAs. A progressive
residential and community oriented housing conglomeration
should be explored for functional and sustainable possibilities
helping to set an ethical watermark for related architecture in urban
redevelopment. This facility will provide a nurturing housing
alternative for young adult to middle age individuals struggling with
homelessness, substance abuse, but most specifically AIDS. It
facilitates an administrated rehabilitation program for a collection
of young adults who are willing and accepted periodically into an
administrated program.
The integration involves the housing and rehabilitative care of
PWAs and also the potential to secure work and/or business
opportunities for them in the urban region. The facility should
provide multiple opportunities for residents to interact socially with
each other in diverse activities. It should also accommodate for on
site group counseling and selective therapeutic activities.
Most importantly, this facility will provide a stable form for future
adaptation and reuse promoting the local development concerns
for sustainable and place making architecture. Its infrastructure
and systems should reinforce the resilient qualities of flexibility and
reusability for evolving occupancy uses.

KEY ISSUES
Health and safety set the parameters for this facility. The greatest
concern is not necessarily architectural but in sustaining preferably improving - the quality of life for its distressed residents.
Holistic treatment refers to the methodology seen widely effective
and desired by these rehabilitation programs. Since good overall
health is the only weapon against AIDS, the ideal method is to
facilitate opportunities for improving mental, physical and
emotional well-being.
Accessibility also relates to the contextual as well as facility
sensitivity towards its users' vulnerability. Outside the envelope, the
users ought to be oriented with pedestrian and transit routes with the
least potential danger. Within the envelope, the communal spaces
should be advantageously accessible to all residents. A corollary
concern with accessibility is the independence of these users. This
is the highest incentive for these residents and should be enabled to
the highest degree. The staff is merely on site and facilitated to
support them in maintaining a healthy and independent lifestyle.

Communal support is the backbone of these rehabilitation
programs. These residents share a unifying thread, though not
considered positive, it sets them apart from society and causes
them to rely most heavily on one another for encouragement,
support and understanding. Community interaction needs
accommodation on two levels: local social interaction permeating
the facility's envelope and peer to peer support within the
envelope.
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The basis for this facility type is residential suites. However, they
are not being treated with the same liberties of private residents.
Supervision, though similar to that of nursing homes or
rehabilitation centers, is being experimentally implemented more
like 'residential advisors' in college dormitories. The trend in this
facility type is to allow the maximum amount of privacy and
independence for its tenants while promoting their responsible life
sustaining activities. The three main activities to be
accommodated for by the service of the facility's tenants are
therapy (in varying formats). medical support, and meal provisions.
Residents should have as equal as possible accessibility to these
services. The exception would be a distinct program feature such
as the multi-family housing at Samaritan House that is separated
circumstantially and intentionally from the single resident facility.
This feature, though a progressive movement to broaden support,
is not likely to be supported in the present context.
Therapy can include, but is not limited to, onsite counseling and
visitations, exercise, gardening, group meetings/activities, arts and
crafts, and possibly physical treatments. Spaces supporting these
uses should be accessible from major arterial corridors. They
should be distinct and possibly isolated if they are significant.
They may also be accessible to visitors - excluding physical and
counseling spaces - or exposed to public view or interaction
depending on appropriateness.

facilit s nthesis ·
f013
Medical support generically identifies services that include
transportation between medical appointments or emergencies and
medicine keeping and/or distribution. The transportation is a
prominent feature however increasingly complex with higher
tenant occupancies. This pertains to the allotted parameters of the
program and how much it will commit to accommodate the
residents lacking any other feasible means of transportation.
Parking and driveway accommodations will govern the location of
these services, but they should preferably occur at the end of
major corridors and adjacent to public streets. Part of the
supervision service pertains to the keeping and issuing of medicine
to the residents. For safety concerns, programs like Samaritan
House found that residents may be held responsible for taking
their medicine but should not necessarily keep it for their own
safety. These residents may collect their medicine between once
and three times a day, but must do so from the supervisor's
station. It was not necessarily such a security issue as to lock the
medicine away by individual resident. Rather, they may be kept,
like mail. in organized slots for each resident as long as the
supervisor's station is an enclosed area that may be locked if
necessary. Nonetheless, this space will be visited at least once a
day by each resident. Therefore, its position is a central key to the
overall plan - see the Samaritan House case study layout.
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Residential space does not need to be confined or even visually
accessible from staff stations as is common in nursing homes or
hospitals. Rather, it should be separated from other functions on
its own corridors and concentrated in separate forms for privacy
and protection from intrusion. This also relates to health and
safety issues complicated by mixing mechanical systems or
activities of other spaces' functions.

Dining services, though optional, are conducted with cafeteria style
quality in most successful AIDS residential facilities. Healthy and
plentiful sustenance is the highest criteria behind progressive
medications for sustaining life for PWAs (Dutton). The cafeteria at
some facilities, such as Samaritan House, acts also as the activity
space and supports the majority of social gathering between
residents. As the most prominent space and potentially the
largest, this space or collection of spaces should most likely be
centrally positioned among all functions.

Circulation space might be considered the necessary evil. Ideally,
the spaces listed above might be absorbed into a larger. possibly
outdoor. space to which tenants could feel like they were engaging
in a very large living room or patio from separate bedrooms of a
house. Realistically, a program as large as this - potentially 48
bedrooms - must be broken down into groups to function with that
type of relationship relative to a private neighborhood. Yet,
because the support space must be kept to a minimum and
residential space is disproportionately greater than the three
activities, extensive corridors cannot be avoided. The strategy to
use corridors advantageously as transitional space is further
discussed in the Spatial Analysis section.

the blue enhancement identifies the regard for safety aided with handrails
throughout cooidors and clear lines of sight for administrators or staff and the
yellow enhancement identifies the refreshing quality of natural light into
corridors
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· eriormance criteria
CODE REQUIREMENTS
The City of Dallas adheres to the International Building Code (IBC:
2006) for new construction and the International Fire Code (IFC) along
with it. The Texas Accessibility Standards (TAS) also governs and
often overrules the facility's accessible features with more strenuous
requirements. Being that the nature of this occupancy type is a
congregate care facility, most code is standard knowledge and not
ignored by an ethical project with high concern for its tenants' needs.
These noted are of particular pertinence and importance to this
facility's design.
This facility type falls into the "1-1 Occupancy" (Institutional)
category in the International Building Code (IBC). Though its
function is primarily residential, the accommodations for more
than 16 residents under 'supervision' on a more than twenty-four
hour basis classify it as a congregate care facility (IBC: 2003
308.2).
All bedrooms should have doorways of minimum 32-inch
openings (ref. TAS Sec. 4.1 3), a clear floor path of 36 inches (ref.
TAS Sec. 4.3.3), and an accessible restroom compliant with Sec.
4.22-4.23 (TAS).

The dining area has many aspects both in the dining area and
kitchen that must comply with accessible widths and heights
determined in TAS in regards to public dining and food
preparation (ref. TAS Sec. 5.4-5.7). The aisles, serving line
counter heights, even co\jnter heights in the kitchen, to
identify merely a few, necessitate crucial sensitivity to
handicap tenants.
A supervisor's station must comply with Sec. 7.2 which
translates that the surface area must include an accessible
area 36 inches wide and 36 inches above the finish floor.
Storage rooms over 100 square feet require 1-hour fire rated
partitions (ref. IBC 508.2). Storage spaces should be dispersed
and stay below this area if possible.
An elevator compliant with TAS Section 4.10, ramps compliant
with TAS Section 4.8 and stairs compliant with TAS Section 4.9
are recommended and required. The elevator may share the
liberty of an industrial housing conversion as an accessible
freight elevator (Stein 1449). Without a sprinkler system, the
exit stair wells and hoistway - elevator shaft - must be
ventilated (ref. IBC 3004).
Accessible hand rails in corridors are optional but
recommended at 32 inches above the finish floor (ref. TAS Sec.
4.26).

Each floor of this facility must have two means of egress
including the ·parking structure if one occurs (ref. IBC 1019.1).
The facility's layout must avoid intervening a means of egress
- accessible route to an exit - with adjacent spaces, especially
the kitchen. unless it serves an accessory function such as a
clear path through the dining area acting as an open corridor
{ref. IBC 1014). A space with only one means of egress may
only accommodate 10 occupants (ref. IBC 1015.1).
The shortest distance to a means of egress from any place in
the facility must not exceed 200 feet without sprinklers or 250
feet with sprinklers (ref. IBC 1016.1).
Corridors serving the primary route to a means of egress must
have a 1-hour fire rated construction with sprinklers. Sprinklers
may be mandatory as corridors without sprinklers are not
permitted with the occupancy type under the 2006 IBC (ref.
1017. 1).
The enclosure space at each exit requires a 1-hour fire rating
with less than 4 stories and 2-hour rating with 4 or more (ref.
IBC 1020). This wou ld include fire rated glass towards the
interior and noncombustible finish materials .

LOCAL ORDINANCE REQUIREMENTS
The Dallas City Council recognized the unique urban environment
evolving in Deep Ellum/Near East Side and established a legal
framework- the Deep Ellum Conceptual Plan (1984)-for future
development in the district. The liberality and progressive notions in
this plan reflect the earliest sustainable motives in urban
development the City Council has adopted. Several aspects pertinent
to new developments in the district are antagonists for sustainable
development rather than barriers commonly prohibiting sustainable
progress on the peripheral urban developments. Those most
important to this facility's use of the site have been noted.
The occupancy identified as 'Institutional' - congregate care
facility- in the 2006 IBC translates as residential occupancy;
"lodging or boarding house" [Dallas City Council (a) 408].
The maximum building height is 150 feet for any residential
facility with an FAR beyond 1.0. Mechanical and elevator
penthouses may extend another 18 feet [Dallas City Council (a)
413].
The maximum FAR is 4.0 with the exception of 6.0 for residential
occupancy exceeding 2.0 FAR [Dallas City Council (a) 414].

....................~··---~~~
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LOCAL ORDINANCE CONT.
The reflectance of glass on the exterior first two stories may not
exceed 15 percent and 27 percent beyond the first two stories.
The exception is extensive glazing that might continue the
architectural integrity of original structures [Dallas City Council (a)
414]. N.ot being an addition, this new facility must compromise
glazing with coverage eliminating reflectivity.
Residential occupancies require 1.2 off-street parking spaces per
each dwelling unit (single bedroom) and one space for each 275
square feet of retail/commercial floor area [Dallas City Council (a)
414-17]. The exception to this ordinance is payment submitted
to the city for future parking garage and mass transit
development reimbursement.

Certain vernacular patterns are rewarded when incorporated in
new constructions. These include awnings and arcades with
minimum depth of six feet and maximum height of 14 or 20 feet
[Dallas City Council (a) 420].
Building materials rewarded include: any combination of stone,
brick, glass block, tile, cast metal, cast stone and concrete
covering more than 40 percent of the fa~ad e excluding openings
[Dallas City Council (a) 420].
Adjacent sidewalks must remain unobstructed by structure or
planting within the eight foot width required from the street [Dallas
City Council (a) 422].

STANDARD PRACTICES &POTENTIAL DESIGN
RESPONSES
Compliance with certain requirements may be incidental with the
design possibilities that could emerge. Though not all these added
compliance issues can be assessed here, particularly pertinent
code issues have been noted to guide the schematic process.
This facility type deems slightly more liberal dimensions and
mechanical performance than typical housing relative to the
sensitive accessibility, among other demands, of institutional types
functioning in regards to health care. The following includes
standard - ethical you might say- practices common for liberally
addressing the functional sufficiency of a facility involved in any
level of health care.
Automatic fire extinguishing systems like sprinklers have
already been used proficiently with renovated structures
common to Deep Ellum due to the mixed-use occupancies and
exposure of structural elements. At the same time, the
building materials in these renovations are also of a resilient
industrial quality in opposition to the "soft" quality of most
residential building types, especially at two to three stories.
This facility is between both extremes and design ·
circumstances will determine the economic and sustainable
benefits of sprinklers in this facility.

Steel frame construction is almost mandatory beyond a single
story and avoids extensive fire proofing measures. This facility
might however exceed this standard if its frame consists of
concrete in conjunction with an existing infrastructure.
Corridors in special care facilities are typically double the
common width in residential facilities - 48-96 inches - for
unrestricted movement of beds and wheelchairs.
The 2006 IBC requires a minimum of 4 percent - two for this
program - of the sleeping units to be accessible and offering all
amenities of standard units (ref. 1107.5). This facility aims to
accommodate a diversity of needs and will likely have one of
every four units accessibly outfitted.
A parking garage - should it be necessary - sharing structure
with residentialnnstitutional occupancy requires a 2-hour fire
rated separation or 1-hour fire rating with sprinklers between the
differing occupancies (ref. IBC 508).
Many adapted facilities have avoided costly elevator, ramp and
stair requirements by adapting single story facilities. This facility
will most likely involve elevation devices of an institutional quality
exceeding the residential size and quality requirements.
*Environmentally responsive design strategies are discussed in
the Systems Analysis section.
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The ultimate goal for the utility and structural systems sustaining this
facility is honesty, efficiency, and flexibility. The experimental
purpose of this facility will likely change in the next decade whether it
is with a new user or evolving as a PWA housing program. These
accommodations should be sufficiently functional for the scope of its
cu rrent occupancy uses and the potential adaptation of the future.
Their enduring sustainability is part of this building's emblem for
ethical urban development. The raw ingenuity of the aesthetic
adhocism approach carries an advantage for liberally applying these
systems. The economic and efficient quality of honestly applied and
exposed utility systems has already become a trend of industrial
adaptation such that new constructions are increasingly imitating its
raw aesthetic. Should this quality appear, it should be derived by
shear functionality and autonomy as it occurs in the local building
rehabilitations. This quality should add appropriately to the adhocist
approach of 'making do' with a permanent form - datum - and leaving
the opportunity to feasibly adapt or rip out these utility systems in
the future.

STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
The "Design Criteria Summary Chart" [Allen (a) 24-5] confirms the
use of steel or precast concrete as structural systems regarding
the sustainable longevity and .mixed uses pertinent to this facility.
The bulk of concrete, though a space efficiency tradeoff, is a
traditional pattern of construction among the plethora of industrial
buildings in the local context and most economically supports
vehicular parking structure demands. The resolution of on site
parking could result in mixed occupancies should both functions
share structure and form. Several local structures remnant of the
overkill concrete framing of the early century have managed to
support an internal function - typically achieved with one story- as
well as parking on the roof. This was encouraged by the PD 269
Plan of 1983 to preserve the built density characterizing the
neighborhood [Dallas City Council (b) 62]. Concrete is also a more
indigenous building material in Texas adhering to the sustainable
concerns of its permanence. With regard for its permanence, the
sustainable and contextually congruent capability of future vertical
additions has more flexibility and longevity with the tensile
capabilities of concrete infrastructure. Either method will inevitably
resemble a huge overkill of infrastructure for the initial occupancy
types.

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

The air handling system could take several shapes subjective to the
design solution. If all public. gathering, or commercial spaces are
separated from residential spaces than a combination might be
more flexible and economical. This involves at least one or as
many as necessary DX (direct expansion) unit/s to maintain
constant air quality for the nonresidential and commercial spaces
autonomously integrated. Residential grade forced air condensers
could then be employed with interior furnaces as necessary for
individual clusters of residential spaces. The most preferable
option is to provide constant air circulation via DX units throughout
the entire facility and fix bedrooms and offices for individual fan
control.2

The power voltage currently only needs to satisfy low-voltage
appliances and mechanisms at 220/120, typical of residential or light
commercial occupancy. There will also be wiring with central control
of digital high-speed internet, phone, and cable ports hardwiring
throughout the facility into all residential, office and dining spaces.
Exterior video surveillance will be a supplemental feature
implemented overhead towards the external entry points, parking
area. and possibly any public interaction space where afforded by the
program.

PLUMBING SYSTEMS
The plumbing system, though currently serving a residential use,
should be a commercial grade system with copper piping and
stainless steel/aluminum hardware throughout for resilience
(Bryant). This also promotes the aesthetic advantage of exposing
this system wherever appropriate.
The sustainably sensitive system of heating water by solar energy
is a potential installment. This piping and retention hardware
would require orientation towards the most direct and sustained
sunlight as well as ample space to store the circulating water.

Photovoltaic panels are an optional energy retention system that
could be instelled when it becomes more affordable. This would
require infrastructure that both supports the panels and orients them
towards the most direct and sustained sunlight. Providing dining
services should also be a means of reducing the energy consumption
by decreasing the amount of energy demanding appliances needed
per residential suite.
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ENVIRONMENTALLY RESPONSIVE ELEMENTS
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The human environment created within and around this facility is
its most critical purpose for its occupants. This involves the quality
of physical and mental health.factors. The urban built environment,
especially in Dallas, is too often a harsh utilitarian atmosphere
engineered with more consideration of economy and efficiency for
machines and traffic than the individual human being. This
environment cannot feasibly replicate botanical gardens or a
European market. It can easily incorporate the human companion
flora - plant life - as a design element. Flora has long been found
to increase human health and spirit. The flora, especially on the
inside can inhibit cleaner air quality by providing fresh oxygen.
Pedestrian entrance orientated with mass transit opportunities. A bicycle storage area on the
exterior orientated with the incoming bicycle lanes or intersection crossings and building entry. Both
features offer incentive for non-automobile transportation alternatives, encourage the tenants'
independence, and reimburse the potential lacking of feasible parking space.

top: public interaction should defeat
obnoxious noise but allow neighborly
interaction
bottom: public pedestrians should interact
visibly + physically if possible with the
residential inhabitants

opposite bottom: Sustainable Urban Design
present diagrammatic illustrations of natural air
flow methods for dense multi story buildings.
opposite top left: sunlight is both crucially
necessary + conservatively regulated
opposite top right: vegetation should be
incorporated throughout the spaces created

Another necessary element for humans and vegetation is sunlight.
The reverse effect of sunlight on the environment is reflected solar
heat, especially in cities, raising the local climate by even a few
degrees. Natural sunlight ought to penetrate spaces as much as
possible to the extent that is healthy and sufficient to eliminate
artificial lighting on clear days up to twenty feet from penetration
and ten feet on overcast days. The Leeway AIDS Facility sets
precedence for these elements through a central corridor defeating
minimal window openings in bedrooms. Controlling sun
penetration is the design key. The method for inviting light must
also defeat the detrimental effects of glare and excessive heat
gain. This method would seNe most appropriately as an additive
element or collection of elements. These elements might occur as
wood louvers around the south and west fagade glazing, roof
penetrations for daylighting, or rooftop terraces and gardening.
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COLOR

SPACE
Residential suites
+bathroom
Recreation I fitness spaces
Community I activity spaces
+ supervisor station
+ public restrooms

NUMBER
48
1 /suite
indoor I outdoor

1 /gender

Dining room
+ kitchen
Meeting room
+ staff office/s

AREA (sqft)
150 - 250
100
400 in / 400 out
600 - 800
150
300
1000 - 1200
400-600

1
1/2

300
150

Meditation room

200

Computer lab

300

Laundry room (optional)

200

Storage I service spaces
MEP serv./equip. space

1 / level

100
200-600

COLOR

SPACE
Circulation
NET SQUARE FOOTAGE
(single occupancy envelope)

NUMBER
Net

3000 I level

max=

31,700 sqft

NET F.A.R. (approx. 20,000 sqft lot)

=

Tota! parking spaces (resid. only)
Accessible spaces (ref. IBC 1106.1)

max=

Commercial retail/studio space
(opt.)

AREA (sqft)

Net

2.2
64 (GSF I 500 sqft)
3 (1 van accessible)
6000-8000

Supplemental parking spaces

avg =

27 (max. 2 accessible)

GROSS SQUARE FOOTAGE
(approx. cumulative occupancies)

max=

56,000 sqft

GROSS F.A.R. (approx.)

=

2.8
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RESIDENTIAL

bottom left
Maximum floor area allowed per occupant in this space is 200
gross square feet (ref. IBC 1004.1.1; "Residential"). The minimum
uniformly distributed live loads for this space is 40 pounds per
square foot (ref. IBC 1607.1 ). Balconies attached to this occupancy
type require a 60 pound per square foot minimum uniform live
load.

f026
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The residential space is essentially the most important area to the
individual residents. It is also the most restricted space in the
program besides possibly the kitchen. It is desirable for the facility
to accommodate as many residents as possible for the
administrators and those funding its purpose. The area required
for single resident spaces among the precedents was between
one hundred and fifty to two hundred and fifty square feet. For
some, like Samaritan House, this includes a bathroom. Bathrooms
have been decidedly separate for each tenant for health purposes.
Some facilities have been able to provide built-in furniture
accommodations for residents who, quite possibly, could be
coming from a homeless condition. Others are only able to
provide the bare minimum including bed frame and mattress, and
maybe a desk with a chair. The Samaritan House, employing the
second method, encourages the resident to personalize their
space with their own acquired furnishings making it more like
home for themselves. This method has made them very popular
among their residents and seems to be a growing trend among
low-income housing programs.

Air handling should be accomplished with fifty percent outside and
fifty percent recycled air circulation without compromise by natural
air from operable windows. VAV (variable air volume) control may
be incorporated with supply from DX units for clusters of four to
eight suites. The residential rooms should be congregated
together to avoid intrusive sound disruptions and simplify utility
system trees.
Compliant aspects include but certainly are not limited to:
accessible bathrooms for each room and turning radius - five foot
diameter - in each furnished space. The built-in surfaces,
regardless of the program's ambition, should be treated like an
institution for functional health reasons. A hard, easily cleaned
floor, stain resistant wall-base trim, and resilient wall coverings are
recommended for the bedrooms. The bathrooms should include
tile coverings or materials that might be resilient and easily
replaced, single unit plumbing fixtures and stainless
steel/aluminum hardware. Air handling should be accomplished
with fifty percent outside and fifty percent recycled air circulation
without compromise by natural air from operable windows. VAV
(variable air volume) control may be incorporated with supply from
DX units for clusters of four to eight suites. The residential rooms
should be congregated together to avoid intrusive sound·
disruptions and simplify utility system trees. Where the rooms are
congregated, they should each be accessible to two means of
egress without interruption. This means their corridors should
allow direct access to two means of egress at opposite ends.

COMMUNITY/ACTIVITY
Maximum floor area allowed per occupant in this space is 15 net
square feet (ref. IBC 1004.1.1; '/\ssembly"). The minimum
uniformly distributed live loads for this space is 100 pounds per
square foot (ref. IBC 1607.1 ).
The atmosphere that community/activity space will host for
gatherings between the residents and visitors is·an important
facilitator for integration. The residential space is a means to an
end that could be subjectively fulfilled by many types of housing
facilities. Whereas, this space/s provides the unique capability of
gathering PWAs together for support and health related activities.
These activities could take any number of forms from aerobics to
bingo, performances to instructional classes. Four specific uses
are identified by the case studies to be conducted in or near these
spaces including: computer lab, entertainment, lounging, and
dining areas. Depending on the availability of space, some
functions could be easily resolved by one adaptable space. These
supplemental spaces may also be undefined by partitions merging
into one another differentiated only by surface patterns, elevation
changes, ceiling heights or something more dynamic in their form.
The Lyon Building exhibits multi-use spaces accomplished on the
lower two levels of its renovated interior. More specific functions
are allocated to enclosures directly from within these wide-open
gathering spaces. They are separated merely with enclosed
rooms, wide hallways and elevation transitions flowing one into the
other.

This type of spatial quality is rather confusing to a visitor but well
suited for the free interaction of its users who become familiar and
usually sentimental with its dynamic quality. The phenomena of
'owning space' by familiarity might increase the positive interaction
of the residents. Inherently, this eases security and deters
intruders by making them vulnerable in the wide-open spaces and
consequentially heightens the responsibility taken by residents.
This method is most often experienced in hotel lobbies where
several functions coexist in a vast transitional space. These spaces
are characterized as energetic and conducive to spontaneous
social interactions.
The qualities of this type of interactive space reflective of hotel
lobbies begin with location. They introduce the user and visitor
equally with several options upon entering the facility with the
awareness of its staff. The staff may present a barrier or be set
apart as an optional interaction based on status. This facility's
supervising staff may not necessarily need to confront each visitor
but needs to have full awareness of their entering and exiting the
premises. The entering party usually encounters a lounging area
consuming the majority of this space typical for hospitality related
facilities.
·-..•.
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f 033 Lounging may be more secondary for this facility but definitely
top shou ld be available. This may also allow for entertainment uses
ranging from television viewing to performance space. These
f 034 performances would be small but require an uninterrupted floor area
bottom of one hundred to two hundred square feet. This may also require an
extensive ceiling height or double height space for these
performances or displays such as a Christmas tree exhibition. It
could also benefit this space to be open to upper levels for the
quality of interaction between residential floors. Typically, the
transitional devices, stairs, ramp or elevator. to the upper levels are
present if not celebrated from within this space. The facility may
afford this element because the existing stairs do not meet code
compliance and are structurally questionable. Complimentary
functions, such as telephone booths, found tucked away to the side
of these spaces might parallel the specific uses of offices or
chaplainry rooms for this facility. They should certainly be enclosed if
directly accessible to the larger communal area. Most importantly,
these spaces orientate the entering party with one or more corridors
into the more discreet functions of the facility. This space should
either introduce the circulation system or, conserving and merging
spaces. conduct the circulation within its realm offering transitions
into independent spaces or corridors. Ultimately, the least amount of
walls in this area means the freest interaction of its users and staff
supervision.

DINING ROOM + KITCHEN
Maximum floor area allowed per occupant in the kitchen space is
200 gross square feet and 15 net square feet in the dining area (ref.
IBC 1004.1.1; "Kitchen" and 'l\ssembly-Unconcentrated"). The
minimum uniformly distributed live loads for this space is 100
pounds per square foot (ref. IBC 1607.1).
This may also be the most publicly associated space but still within
the supervision of the staff. Food delivery and preparation is
constituent to this space. However, due to the subjectivity of its
operation may be only a fractional size to that of most school
cafeterias. The dining room is an adaptable space that may be
implemented within the area described as community space. The
dining area will require the storage capacity for tables and chairs
unless they can remain in the space. The surfaces of this space
will necessarily be hard and resilient as opposed to the quality of a
lounge area. The key element in this area is lighting. The lighting
will require the consistency and coverage of artificial downlighting.

The kitchen will require more stringent performance
accommodations, one being its location. It should be attached
directly to the dining area and as well as an exterior wall, preferably
on the most visibly discreet side of the building. This wall will need
a non-combustible double-door assembly - six foot wide - for
delivery services. One-hour fire rated partitions and doors should

separate the kitchen space from its neighbors. There should also
be two means of egress from this area one of which may intervene
with the dining area if a clear path is preserved directly to an exit.
The mechanical demands of air exhaust and grease traps also
determine the available positions this space will require. The
kitchen will be used by volunteer staff and residents making it a
public space. The furnishings and appliances in this space should
be laid out and sensitive to the accessibility standards established
by TAS. The surfaces ought to be covered with resilient hard
laminates.

f035
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ADMINISTRATION OFFICES + MEETING ROOMS
Maximum floor area allowed per occupants in the offices is 100
gross square feet and 15 net square feet for the meeting rooms
(ref. IBC 1004.1.1; ""Business" and ''.A.ssembly-Unconcentrated").
The minimum uniformly distributed live loads for this space is 50
pounds per square foot (ref. IBC 1607.1 ).
The offices will exist to isolate three distinct functions. The first is
a formal space for the staff administrator, which only requires
proximity to the meeting space. A more casual office needs to
accommodate counseling which will typically support one on one
consultation. It will likely need adjacency to the administrator's
office for access to residents' casework files. The third office is an
adaptable space for therapy or counseling. Another office size
space shall be outfitted for sober meditation and might be called a
"chaplainry" space (Dutton). Each requi res enclosure from auditory
or visual penetration and may not necessarily have windows to the
exterior. They may also be furnished with soft floor surfaces and
wall textures.

The meeting room should be attached to the administrator's office
but should have aseparate primary public entrance as well. Its
shape should be elongated or rectangular to accommodate a
meeting table seating at least eight. Visibility into the space is
probably unnecessary, but visibility outward is important. Central
down lighting and wall washers will be necessary for presentation
functions. Its finishes will match the office spaces.
A supervisor's desk will be present but auxiliary to the entrance
area. This desk, though possibly separated from the offices if
necessary, is an administrative function. Supervision is a sensitive
feature in these facilities. It must be present for safety concerns,
as in nursing homes or student dormitories. However, it must be
as minimal and as discreet as possible. It is present to achieve
visual security of access into all spaces mentioned above from
uninvited public intrusion. It is only necessary at the level where
public access is available. In accordance with controversial privacy
concerns, security surveillance by audio or visual devices may only
be used towards the exterior of the facility.
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RECREATION I FITNESS SPACE
Maximum floor area allowed per occupant in this space is 50 gross
square feet (ref. IBC 1004.1.1; "Exercise"). The minimum uniformly
distributed live loads for this space is 100 pounds per square foot
(ref. IBC 1607. 1).
The recreational space is another function that might be
accommodated in the multi-use community space. However, the
noise and hygienic factors of this function require its separation from
dining and lounging areas. It could interact visually and share
transitional space with other areas or incorporate outdoor space.
Daylighting could feasibly replace the use of artificial light sources
with the majority of this spaces daytime uses. Once again, hard
surfaces are necessary with the preference for acoustic insulation
between other areas. This might also need storage space for
equipment between one hundred and two hundred square feet.

COMPUTER LAB
Maximum floor area allowed per occupant in this space is 20 net
square feet (ref. IBC 1004.1.1; "Educational-Classroom area"). The
minimum uniformly distributed live loads for this space is 50 pounds
per square foot (ref. IBC 1607.1).

The computer lab may be isolated partially by partitions but does
not necessarily need autonomy from the community spaces. It
might be affiliated with the lounge area but should have visual
access from the greater community space. Artificial lighting here
is not as great a concern as glare from natural light. The exterior
openings to this space should prevent direct penetrations of
sunlight.

LAUNDRY ROOM
Maximum floor area allowed per occupant in this space is 300
gross square feet (ref. IBC 1004.1.1; ':t\ccessory"). The minimum
uniformly distributed live loads for this space is 100 pounds per
square foot (ref. IBC 1607.1 ).
The laundry room is an optional auxiliary space associated with the
supplemental/mechanical area preferably at the lowest level. The
space will require air exhaust or operable windows, but not
necessarily both. Being a resident service space, its furnishing and
appliances should be laid out and dimensioned in compliance with
TAS accessibility standards. The furnished finishes may be
industrial quality but preferably hard, resilient surfaces such as
laminates, aluminum, and bare floor surface.

SUPPLEMENTAL + MECHANICAL SPACE
Maximum floor area allowed per occupant in this space is 300
gross square feet (ref. IBC 1004.1.1; ''.Accessory"). The minimum
uniformly distributed live loads for this space is 100 pounds per
square foot (ref. IBC 1607.1).
Supplemental space refers to miscellaneous storage or service
closets and public restrooms. Each is required on the ground level.
The public restrooms should necessarily accommodate at least
two, preferable three, of both genders at the same time. The two
may not be adjacent but must be readily accessible from the
greater community space or the corridor between the entry and
community spaces. The storage and service closets are necessary
for access to miscellaneous equipment and utility controls. One
closet size space is necessary at each level for servicing utility
lines. The existing basement should accommodate a spacious
storage room and accessibility to central utility controls and
equipment. This space may also include a laundry service room if
the program affords it.
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many local renovated
buildings incorporate exterior
circulation accents like these
additive steel fire stairs
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CIRCULATION SPACE
The floor area of circulation space is corollary and included with the
function is spaces being served. The minimum uniformly
distributed live loads for this ~pace is 100 pounds per square foot
(ref. IBC 1607.1).
The object is to defeat the reflection of institutional utilitarian
fashion corridors with open, inhabitable corridors where it can be
afforded. Gathering opportunities ought to arise as often as
spaces transition into one another. When corridors are liberally
executed they might lend to a discovery. This discovery could be a
vista, gathering node, or an aloof destination so as to infer that the
"expected end" may not be the end.

the Leeway facility's main corridor is
garden type atmosphere terminating
at an entry to other outside spaces
at both ends

PARKING SPACE
Maximum floor area allowed per occupants in this space is 200
gross square feet (ref. IBC 1004.1.1; "Parking garages"). The
minimum uniformly distributed live loads for this space with
passenger vehicles only is 40 pounds per square foot (ref. IBC
1607.1).
The parking area will require a van accessible space for the
program transportation vehicle preferably oriented with an
accessible exit from the residential facility. It may incorporate a
bicycle storage area with racks holding residents' bicycles. Both of
these auxiliary spaces should be covered from the elements as
feasibly as possible.

left this development has attempted to cover as much parki1g as possible
top right a neighboring development has enclosed its parking + ncorporated
trees in the lot
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f 044 many local commercial offices + studio apartments are at the street
top level acting more as a backdrop than iconic structures
f045
bottom

COMMERCIAL RETAIL/STUDIO SPACE
Maximum floor area allowed per occupants in this space is 100
gross square feet (ref. IBC 1004.1.1; "Parking garages"). The
minimum uniformly distributed live loads for this space is 80
pounds per square foot (ref. IBC 1607 .1). This area will presumably
require a fire rated separation from the residential occupancy area
of at least 1-hour with sprinklers and 2-hour without.
The most experimental feature of this facility will be its
collaboration with mixed commercial occupancies. The
implementation of this space at the ground level or closest
accessible level facing the primary street - Exposition Avenue can substantially help sustain the residential occupancy program
with its inevitable lack of tenant financial support. The mixed-use
occupancy of this facility also matches the majority of incoming
developments and renovations in the district.

The commercial occupants in this space may receive incentives for
employing the residents. Another scenario would be that the
residents maintain businesses and/or studio projects - art and craft
production - with this space. Otherwise. this area could always
eventually be subdivided into lofts residences. Regardless of the
occupant. this space will initially consist of a raw finish out with
permanent non-combustible construction materials and exposed
systems. The primary street fagade will preferably adhere to the
glazing restriction and awning preferences of the PD 269 zoning
ordinances [ref. Dallas City Council (a)] in a creative fashion
congruent with the aesthetic motivation discussed in the Theory
section.

others have either reverted to a historical fayade treatment (top)
or bold manipulation of an original structure (bottom)
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HOUSING

+ HEALING

W. Terrell Ave,

SAMARITAN HOUSE. FORT WORTH
Downtown Fort Worth, specifically a redevelopment district known
as Fort Worth South, has seen many radical improvements in the
past several years. One of these is both an improvement in the
built environment and a desperately necessary resource for its
distressed population. Many individuals struggling with substance
abuse, poverty and depression are living together under one roof
for an entirely different circumstance. They all are surviving with
AIDS. However, they are fully capable of independence if not for
the intrinsic circumstances of their disease keeping them from
sustaining financially, healthfully, and proactively. The Samaritan
House is a non-profit foundation providing fifty-two individuals a
place of residence and services sensitive to their specific needs.

Do

1. Multifamily Housing I Mixed Use
2. Multifamily Housing
3. Multifamily Housing

W. Rosedale St.

Although, the initial facility is adapted within the infrastructure of a
nineteen-sixty's nursing home - popular hexagonal hub and spoke
scheme - the philosophy is far removed from senior citizen care.
Part of the program is not only to help the community, but also to
help the health care system relieve the burden of an increasing
margin of people living with AIDS that might end up in a nursing
home or acute-care-facility for lack of an appropriate housing
accommodation. Most of these residents have been homeless
and are more than willing to participate in the program parameters
established at the Samaritan House.

·architectural recedents of facilit t e
Since each foundation tends to do things their own way, this
program is not a necessarily typical. Mr. Dutton, the founder and
current Executive Director, seems confident that the progressive
program they've implemented is gaining interest. It resembles the
inspiring program at Highbridge-Woodycrest in the Bronx and the
Lyon Building of Seattle, Washington.
This particular facility has made resourceful use of the cramped
conditions present in the existing building. Residents utilize their
two hundred square-feet- including a full bathroom - with
unrestrained creativity. Originally, two rooms shared a bathroom.
In the interest of health and privacy, the new rooms were adapted
with their own accessible full bathroom. The existing doorways,
four-foot openings, add to the adaptation benefits. It was also
beneficial to have a central supervisor's desk able to observe each
corridor. The residents' privacy is respected, but the program does
insist on a drug and alcohol free premises. Their accountability is a
high priority so a volunteer is always present at the desk to
distribute medicine from its storage room . This works the same as
package retrieval systems in most university dormitories through
the resident advisor's station. Residents are still required to get
their own medicine, but Mr. Dutton assures that this has not been
a problem. Security is also a matter of responsibility on the
residents' parts. With a broad range of ages, the residential
demographic almost reflects that of a diverse community. Despite
this healthy diversity, veteran residents expressed frustration with
newcomers - "rookies" - that share their 'community' but

do not conform to the expectations and often discourage others.
Mutual accountability is an objective concern.
One incentive is the gathering spaces for entertainment, billiards or
gardening. The cafeteria and kitchen were slightly remodeled
providing three square meals a day with occasional events hosted
by local churches or organizations. Possibly the most holistic and
progressive element of this facility is a computer lab and the
initiative by its staff to help residents acquire and maintain jobs
learning technology skills with the donated equipment. This facility
also includes a small room dedicated to meditation, counseling or
chaplain visitation near its central core known as the "chaplaincy".
This space, though small, sets apart a reminder of the philosophy
and motivation to live and live well. Its most beneficial contextual
asset is its close proximity to one of two medical districts of Fort
Worth.
The administrators convey the ideal that this facility would act as
an intermediary for its residents towards a better quality of life on
their own. However, the three apartment building types being
constructed on the adjacent property present a low-income
housing opportunity to PWAs and their families. This progressive
action raises the bar of care and complexity evolving this individual
facility into a small campus. These new complexes adhere to the
new urbanist theme of Fort Worth South's vision, effectively
adapting the built and social environment towards a sustainable
community.

[Information was gathered from various sources including:
Executive Director Steve Dutton, Associate Ex. Director Ted Lovato.
CM Architecture addition design, Samaritan House website
(www.samaritenhouse.org), Samaritan House brochure and
pamphlet. Tarrant County Samaritan House, Inc. Annual Report:
2004.]

·architectural recedents of facilit t e
BAILEY-BOUSHAY HOUSE. SEATILE
Not many AIDS housing facilities have been able to put together so
many features or capabilities in one new building. In 1988, the
Bailey-Boushay House in Seattle, Washington, set the standard for
PWA housing and care. It was technically programmed as an adult
daycare facility- remotely derived from the standard nursing home
building type - receiving mixed feelings from the surrounding
residential region. Its completion, costing less than the Lyon
Building's or Highbridge-Woodycrest Center's total, included a few
incentives for the neighbors as well as comforting
accommodations for its users. Retail space and landscaping were
included at the street level to cooperate with local development
plans. which would be an issue once again with the Lyon Building.
The facility's two stories include thirty-five bedrooms, a meditation
room, green rooms, a 'solarium' - sun and gardening space nursing stations, and staff offices. not to mention accessory
service spaces. Similar to many other holistically geared programs,
creativity and handiwork are encouraged as therapeutic methods
with displayed art and multiple gardening opportunities.
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Besides the extensive user sensitive amenities, this facility's
cohesion with local planning strategies makes a compelling
suggestion for similar developments. Steven Dutton. of Samaritan
House. regards this notion so highly that he envisions commercial
space eventually being included in the campus in Fort Worth
South. However, the drastic shift in the conditions of PWAs, in lieu
of medical advancements, has changed the nature of their needs
and already affected the functionality of projects like the
Bailey-Boushay House. More stable patients maintaining more
stable lifestyles outmodes the nursing home style care initially
provided with these prototypes. This is inherently why current
projects such as Samaritan House and Lyon Building have focused
on independent residential suite style accommodations for
low-income people dealing with AIDS and often substance abuse
problems.
[Information was gathered from Karin Tetlow's article "Designing
for AIDS" and Donald Canty's article "Art and Comfort in Seattle
AIDS Care Facility."]
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f 056 LYON BUILDING. SEATTLE. WASHINGTON
Among other ambitious programs of its kind in Seattle. the Lyon
Building most closely mimics the Samaritan House on a much more
cosmopolitan level. The tum of the century sixty thousand square
foot office building received a necessary preservation overhaul and
was adapted into apartments for PWAs. particularly dealing with drug
dependencies. The ambitious project, begun in another form in
1979. has evolved to push a controversial agenda towards helping
the residents preserve life over beating habits. Besides this
discrepancy, the program is still virtually parallel to the program at
Samaritan House. among others following its conceptual precedents.

The idea is to provide an accommodating place for PWAs and the
opportunity and encouragement to maintain healthy independence.
Medicine is kept with a clinical staff of three. Meals are provided
through a meals-on-wheels program. but the facility was fitted with
a kitchen and dining area as ~ell as kitchenettes in each
apartment.
The urban context of this project is an area impacted by aggressive
redevelopment that, though hesitant to embrace the initial
concept. has benefited from its redemptive support of a distressed
local population. The idea is consistent with other PWA housing
foundations amidst urban blight; "either we provide them a
feasible place to live or they will be adding to the distress"
(Moldow). According to Leslie Moldow. designing architect at
Mithun, the reality is, "the population you are serving is potentially
a shifty crowd." This consideration caused negotiations in the
layouts such as eliminating alcoves and giving corridors wide-open
sight lines. This facility is not entirely for the service of its users,
but also for the service of the community and protection on both
ends should be highly regarded. The experience Mithun wanted to
create for its users was one of an "outdoor plaza" bringing a
familiar space to the indoors for its users to call their own.
[Information was gathered from Shauna Curphey's article "Home
Safe", Barrientos's website portfolio and an interview with Leslie
Moldow. AIA.]
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notes
1) The term "Near East Side" is coined in the Deep Ellum Plan
documents and ordinances as a politically formal title for the
neighborhood more commonly known as 'Deep Ellum' [ref. Dallas
City Council (b)].
2) Preference expressed by Graham Bryant, AIA from experience
with multiple midsize commercial and healthcare facilities in Texas.
3) For more information on the inaugural PWA housing
experiment. Highbridge-Woodycrest Center. visit the foundation's
official website: <www.highbrdgewoodycrestcenter.org>.
[Highbridge-Woodycrest Center. Highbridge-Woodycrest Center.
2005. 23 January 2006. <www.highbrdgewoodycrestcenter.org>]
4) The term new urbanism refers to the movement of
redevelopment and revitalizing downtown centers into either a
former quality of prominence or a highly integrated reflection of
thriving European models.
5) Hard reality recognized by program administrators and
eventually their community as regarded by Leslie Moldow of
Mithun.
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overview of site + contextual re ion
c 002 LOCATION

The brownfield site, 302 Exposition Avenue, is located at the
northwest corner of South Exposition Avenue and Benson Street.
The 20,000 square foot lot is approximately two blocks northwest
and west of Interstate 30 on the east side of downtown Dallas.
Texas.
right: the site's relativity to three
urban neighborhoods near Dallas'
core and its close proximity to two
major Interstate roadways as denoted in the diagram

_
Its location is outside of the immediate downtown business district
enclosed by East Interstate 35, Woodall-Rodgers and Interstate 30.
The site sits within the Planned Development 269 zoned district
known as Deep Ell um or the Near East Side. Being in the
southeast portion of this district. it is also neighboring the cultural
campus known as Fair Park on the east side of Interstate 30.

DEEP ELLUM DISTRICT
MEDICAL DISTRICT

.--..

right: the site is denoted by the purple outline - the city identifies
road conditions with the colored lines; red being highest maintenance down to yellow and then green.
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·overview of site + contextual re ion
c 005 site (highlighted purple) looking northwest towards downtown Dallas

SITE
The final proposal site is a brownfield lot formerly consisting of the
adjacent building's parking surface. The grade is still mostly flat
with few cracks in the concrete and variations of no more than two
feet above the street elevation on Canton Street and Second
Avenue. It pending mixed-use development incorporated with the
renovation of the adjacent 120,000 square foot complex.
The site has no distinctive features aside of the curving north edge
running parallel with Canton Street. There are no trees or grass
presently on the lot. The Canton and Second Avenue edges have a
ten foot sidewalk currently separating the parking pavement form
the street. Moistures appears to run southeastward on to Second
Avenue. The street along the west edge, Trunk, has not been
developed. This street is currently a thirty foot gravel alleyway.
Trunk Street will not necessarily require a minimum width because
there are no setbacks [ref. Dallas City Council (a)] and the trash
pickup will occur presumably along this street. It is also presumed
that the City of Dallas will be developing this alleyway into a paved
street with sidewalks and landscaping matching the district's
standards. Power will be brought from lines running from pole to
pole along Second Avenue on the primary side. The city water line
running underneath Canton will be tapped for water supply.
Sewage is also connected under the primary streets. The gas
supply source has yet to be identified.

The average elevation of the Dallas area is 463 feet above sea level.
The elevation of the site is primarily at 462 feet with no more than
two feet of change in grade sloping from the northwestern corner to
the southeastern. Dallas' climate is humid subtropical with an
average temperature of 65 degrees Fahrenheit. The precipitation
ranges from less than twenty to more than fifty inches annually.
Weather is almost consistently mild with low humidity, although the
summers can be extremely hot; average high of 90. The average
days with clear sunshine is 232, with thunderstorms bringing the
majority of the average annual 33.7 inches of rainfall. Snow is rare in
the periodic temperature drops occurring mostly in November
through March. (City of Dallas) The largest water source in the area
is the Trinity River located within a mile from the site at Second and
Hickory Street.

c 006

c 007
top

ADJACENT DEVELOPMENT

Good Fulton Farrell Architects (GFF) are desiging the renovation of a
c 008 multi story industrial property at the south end of the 3200 Second
bottom left Avenue site. Their site plan includes a 42,000 square foot addition at
the north end that will be accomplished by this program's proposal
c 009 instead. The scheme for this property's mixed-use redevelopment
bottom incorporates a pedestrian path through the structure where an
right existing entry portal opens at the south facade on to Hickory Street.
Across Hickory Street is another development previousy setting an
artistic standard of industrial renovation involving two existing
buildings. The interior portico correlates directly with the pedestrian
corridor opening of the GFF proposal.
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SURROUNDINGS
The position of this lot presents a very dynamic opportunity for
integration with nearly every aspect in every direction. The lot's
southwest corner offers a pa_norama of the civic green space
junction recently rehabilitated by the city. Many assorted historic
infrastructures pepper the properties lying across the next four
blocks to the east. The industrial three story building of traditional
masonry and large glazed openings has recently has a complete
renovation for commercial offices and residential lofts. It is among
many that have already received the same treatment to the north,
across from Fair Park, and many waiting their turn to the south and
east. One cluster of buildings located only a block over on South
Second Avenue, has an enclosed parking and courtyard space of
its own. These subtly rehabilitated warehouses have become
offices for professionals and artists along with several custom loft
spaces. This concept for a live-work community - city within a city

as some have coined such projects - has maintained and gradually
drawn attention with the growing population of young
professionals.
The majority of redeveloped buildings north of Exposition Avenue
host residential lofts and studios as well as a plethora of shops,
services and clubs that aptly characterize the Deep Ellum district.
One of the district's most unique dwelling units - a row of modem
townhouses - have been constructed directly northeast of the site
on Commerce Street. Although, sporadic gang activity has spiked
the crime inundated persona of the area due to the media, Census
information reflects a rather stable condition for urban
neighborhoods. Some might correlate this to a concentration of
police activity in the area. The Dallas police motor pool is located
just beyond a large abandoned refinery with towering silos further
in this vicinity. The greatest threat to criminals is of course the
crowd. As Deep Ellum has persevered with one redevelopment or
attraction after another that draws a youthful and creativity hungry
crowd at all times of the day and week.
At the west side of the lot. the line of medium trees and a cut
through side walk extending from East Side Avenue's intersection
with Commerce buffers the meditative atmosphere of a striking
historical landmark memorial. This memorial, exhibiting a ring of
towers bisected horizontally by lines, divides the corner into a
paved half with planted trees and a green, tree-covered half. This
contrast of concrete forms on two opposing planes denote a
~r
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c 026 conflict. Interestingly, one cannot take in the whole visually walking
bottom by. The memorial, established in 1988, is said to mark a previously
left existing Burr Oak Tree that was bent and tied the way indigenous
people would to mark a trail. The Cherokee people left this mark as
c 027 a reminder of the harsh treatment they encountered by white settlers
left who forced them to leave almost two centuries past. Memorializing
this tree was a way to recognize the tree's symbolism as people's
need to be united despite differences and find peace. Ironically, this
place may be a meditative and contemplative place to graze for not
just local dog-walkers and the homeless, but a diverse group of
individuals experience desperation and dramatic transition. The
residents of the facility can relate with this hope for healing. This
poetic contextual congruency between symbolism and function of
these neighboring structures adds volumes of depth for this facility's
narrative reinforcement to the neighborhood through purpose.

The memorial is accentuated by public green space on two other
corners around the junction of Canton Street and Exposition
Avenue. These lots are a pedestrian hotspot for dog-walking and
lingering. The greatest sustainable advantage to the lot and its
neighbors is the dense rows of trees situated strategically to buffer
traffic noise and air pollution from residential buildings. The
atmosphere has helped to dramatically change the persona of the
immediate area from once entirely industrial uses to prominence
and increasing residential and retail uses. Some incoming
residents are living literally around the corner - Commerce Street where a new townhouse development is being built against the
lot's north edge and the most architecturally praised residential
development in east Dallas sits at the opposite corner. These both
bring a healthy and tasteful diversity to the region for residential
options consequentially promoting a more diverse population
concentrated in the neighborhood like a village.

However, industrial tenants continue to hold their niche of the
diversity in several scatter buildings here. Three production and
distribution facilities are still functioning within a block from the north
and south peripheral of the site. Despite their contribution to
daytime noise, their activity is a vibrant economic thread for the life of
this sector. They may just as well have positions to support the
transitory tenants of this congregate care residency. The greatest
noise and activity threat in the vicinity is the traffic interaction with
Interstate 30 merely two blocks to the East. This location primary
side interacts almost directly with the sole traffic access to the
interstate; Second Avenue and Exposition Avenue (both are
connecting one way streets). Their awkwardly broken and woven
junction with Commerce and Canton has become a high traffic
intersection throughout the daytime. Once again, pedestrian path
implementation and the civic monument and green space aids as a
buffer to this noxious traffic.
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LOCALE

Deep Ellum, also called the Near East Side, is a low density
c 032 commercial district extending eastward along the five most
middle prominent avenues - Elm, Main, Commerce, Canton Street and
Pacific Avenue - of downtown Dallas up to the east perimeter of Fair
c 033 Park. This area was shared by music venues on its namesake
right corridor, Elm Street, and industrial manufacturers along the rail lines
sustaining vibrant life day and night in the early twentieth century.
By mid century it had taken on the identity of "Pawn Alley" and
become a derelict neighborhood. Bisected by the raised
expressway in the late 1960's, the east side lost nearly all of its
business inhabitants and fell into near disrepair.

The Deep Ellum Plan Committee was formed in the early eighties
to revitalize this commercial 'ghetto' following the trends set in
places like Soho, New York, French Quarter, New Orleans. and
downtown San Francisco. The Dallas City Council pitched in with
the zoning assessment known as PD 269 (Planned Development;
district 269) reinforcing the urban region's cultural strengths with a
continuing series of ordinances beginning in 1984. The
consultation of progressive urban planners helped bring into
adoption a Deep Ellum Conceptual Plan to maintain the physical
characteristics of the fragile urban region throughout its
redevelopment. These planners recognized the Near Eastside as;
"an area ... deeply rooted in expressionism and creativity ... In sharp
contrast to the polished districts of downtown and North Dallas,

the Near Eastside is becoming an unvarnished cross-section of city
life."
Once the area was "down-zoned" - opened for mixed uses - in the
early eighties it was rapidly reclaimed by artisans and services. It
now hosts professional offices, alongside nightclubs and
restaurants and more new or adapted residences than all those
combined. The liberal community has embraced this area and
transformed it into their own 'village' accompanied by apartment
complex developments and competing with the expanding medical
campus of Baylor Health Care on its northeast corner. The design
team that inspired the unfolding vision established their
motivations as this:
An urban neighborhood is a easily identifiable place. It is
an area where people perceive a sense of community and
everyone knows almost everyone else. In such a
neighborhood, industrial businesses occupy the same
buildings as residences and restaurants or retail shops are
side by side with book binderies or auto repair garages.
As unlikely as this may sound, the appearance is quite
natural, considering the spirit of cooperation in both the
design and operation of the buildings. [Dallas City Council
(b) 58]
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The mixed-use redevelopment throughout this area has broken the
modernist mold that might have destroyed it with austerity
evolving into an eclectic and active atmosphere relatively
comparable to cultural districts like New Orleans' French Quarter.
The juxtaposition of functional values and harsh aesthetic contrasts
ironically bring an aged harmony with diversity to the region. Bulky
concrete frames and glazing of the modernist inspiration for
stability and efficiency incrementally break the rhythm of rows of
traditional bearing wall buildings decorated with classic masonry
and stone ornamentation. One might parallel this architectural
montage musically with jau. The active perceivable narrative
perpetuating the character here resembles jazz for its recklessly
creative method of composition; traditional instruments played to
their extremes producing dynamic harmony by spontaneous
experimentations and repetition.

•

Nearly every one of these former factories has been abandoned
and adapted for ·mixed uses. Offices tend to fill the larger voids
and prime positions of the industrial structures often sharing
courtyards, rooftop terraces, covered parking and pools amidst the
residential commodity oriented redevelopments. Exclusive
features like these, besides the concentration of popular
entertainment or cultural venues and eateries, have attracted an
active, young, professional population with genuine admiration for
their character rich urban village. Simultaneously however, they
dramatically clash with the conditions of blight and deterioration
persisting around them.
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ON THE BOARDS FOR DEEP ELLUM + FAIR PARK
Despite the popularity of sprawling communities on Dallas'
peripheral, a sustained interest in the quality and importance of
sociological and economical ~spects of this district has prevailed.
Dallas is currently proposing to outline a TIF(Tax Increment
Finance) District to overlay a vast expanse of Deep Ell um to
counteract the recent lack of investment appeal. There is a fear
that this allocation will only invite cliche, false vernacular
developments too often promoted as new urbanism and disregard
the fragile personality of th is area. Dallas City Council is diligently
pursuing the master planned proposals to incorporate this region
all the way into Fair Park with for transit and park infrastructure
extending from downtown and the 'Uptown' district.
These developments could radically change the density and
persona of the area enabling it to support the sustainable trends of
new urbanism. These elements include circulating light rail lines
replacing Pacific Avenue beyond Central Expressway from
downtown and a bicycle and pedestrian trail network meandering
throughout the district branching into Fair Park. Along with the TIF
attraction for perpetuating commercial investments and residential
commodities, these transportation options will equip this district to
become a more holistic village environment self-sustained by its
collective participants but accessible to the transient urbanite.

top left: the diagram captured from the Dallas City Council Master
Plan indicates placement of light rail transit stations with
transparent circles - the Fair Park station will be within a five
minute walk of the site
top middle: example of light rail system
top rig ht: example of pedestrian/bike trail
bottom right: the excerpt of transit proposals presented to Dallas
City Council indicate the three alternative transit modes to be
implemented in the region
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The Fair Park landmark campus is the well-preserved the smaller
equivalent to World Fair campuses erected in many major
American cities over the past century with trend setting
architecture and world class campus planning. A major
rehabilitation of this campus is a long term goal of the Dallas City
Council as one of several redevelopments in lieu of sustainable
concerns for the city. Among redistributing parking to reclaim land
for recreational green space and extensive building preservation.
many new building additions are planned to bring social attraction
for the widest range of visitors to the campus. The social
character, like any other place in America. has radically evolved
with diversity over the past century. This park is intended to be
reclaimed as a major social activity space, especially for the surge
of urban dwellers drawn to the downtown core. Ongoing activities
in the park range from pedestrian strolls and rollerbladers to open
air operas [Dallas City Council (c) 1]. The city's oldest museums
and traditional buildings reside here giving the picturesque
backdrop for social life to play out. This is the vision that draws the
aggressive redevelopment to the campus.

Deep Ellum is a direct counterpart to that development despite the
majority of its neighborhood remaining separated by Interstate 30.
This proposal's site will be among the closest residential facilities
to interact with Fair Park offering a polar social magnet from
downtown. This dynamic placement allows a widening diversity of
social opportunities to the facility's residents and client/customer
base for potential commercial space users. The redevelopment of
both districts, as already noted for Deep Ellum, is focused on
accommodating alternate forms of transportation, especially the
pedestrian. This is another advantage of the transit network
accommodating the residential clusters to which this facility will be
spatially associated. The sustainable redevelopment of both urban
districts is a tandem vision that requires the sensitivity for
transitory urban life and diversity. This campus' persona is,
however, a historically rooted one bent on self preservation for its
own identity and does not correlate to the pattern language driving
this proposal's aesthetic form.

·contextual s nthesis
GOALS + OBJECTIVES
Three objectives are borrowed directly from the urban theorist
perspective of sustainable urban planning and that of the contextual
society itself. The first is introduced by Thomas Fisher, an urban
theorist writing on ethical urban development.
Urban design is, fundamentally, a political act. And we can
judge urban design according to its political implications - to
the way in which it brings people together or keeps them apart.
(Fisher 92)
Respectively, this facility's integration with the urban context should
aim at open orientation with the neighborhood and its orientations
and patterned values. This introduces the second objective of the
facility's contextual relationship. It should subtly boast an ethical
statement of value mediating between the new building and its
purpose as necessity of the befitting urban region's collective values
and drawing them into larger urban issues intrinsic with future urban
development.
...the architect/urbanist tends to exist.. .as an ethical agent.
(Fisher 93)
The third objective is simply an extension of the second; reinforcing
evolving urban values - sustainability in diversity for instance - and
mediating those larger demands with the regional identity.

The concept of an urban neighborhood integrates the new
with the old and the contemporary with the traditional so that
people can see their own meanings in the city, from their
own points of view. [Dallas City Council (b) 58]

IMPEDINGISOLATION + SEGREGATION
The social isolation and segregation common to PWAs would
potentially trap them on the distressed end of the urban social
spectrum being neglectfully displaced by the redevelopment in the
Deep Ellum district. Redevelopment, especially in economically
stagnant areas such as this, tends to seek and reward the
investments and involvement of the highest income groups or
agencies of sensitive interest. These developments, if successful,
will instigate a high interest real estate market and perpetually
saturate the area with similar developments. This trend would
destroy more than the diversity of the area, but its fragile culture
and the people who generate it. It is highly probable that this
population has a significant concentration of people, at many
economic levels, living or suffering with AIDS. The ambition of
redeeming value in the built environment should include
redemptive opportunities for those negatively affected by its
propagation. This means providing a place - niche - for that
special people group indirectly sustaining the culture they
contribute to and directly sustaining their lives.

TRANSITIONS + TRANSPORTATION

CONTRAST + COHESION

The position of this facility should allow its residents the capability
to participate with local commerce on several necessary levels.
One, they are able to use the services around them contributing to
their business and encouraging the economic diversity of
commercial venues. Second, they may engage productively with
these commercial venues filling positions and learning trades that
will necessary help them to support themselves and maintain
independence as well as support their local economy. Essentially,
the program's goal is to help its residents regain a productive,
independent life which requires them to sustain a job, learn a
marketable trade or better, utilize their abilities and talents.

Two architectural forces are prevalent in the redevelopments of the
Deep Ellum and Fair Park districts. One is to preserve, which takes
place most heavily in Fair Park's art deco facilities and certain
factories like Adam Hats Building in Deep Ellum. Another is
adaptation, which often contrasts or transforms a building into an
entirely new type with new purpose. In most cases the
rehabilitations, if not preservation oriented, often subtly juxtapose
minor elements added or removed on the exterior without altering
the greater character or features of a building. Certain new
facilities in the area dramatically exhibit new architectural methods
and theories that contrast with the historical quality of these elder
rehabilitations.

The counterpart to this transition process is mobility. The
transportation capabilities of this facility's residents must correlate
with their conditions and context. The program should include van
deliveries, especially for handicap residents, to local health care
appointments or emergencies. The walking or riding alternatives
for independent residents to services or jobs in the area or
downtown will depend heavily on the planned transportation
developments proposed by the City of Dallas. Walking and bicycle
paths are long term goals while the implementation of mass
transport - DART Light Rai l (Dallas Area Rapid Transit) - is already
under way networking the Deep Ellum and Fair Park districts with
downtown and "uptown" districts of Dallas. Taxi service is not a
dependable transportation source in the Dallas area.

The augmentation, taking place in an adhocist nature, on the
former Dr. Pepper bottling plant will evoke a stark contrast in the
methods and goals of the architecture that erected it and its new
purpose. Such a contrast should give precedence for the cohesion
of these theories on the same subject, which, as already
mentioned, commonly takes place in this area. This is not to say
that preservation is not worthy but that sentimentality for forms
can hinder a necessary evolution.

,

·contextual anal sis
c057
left
c058
middle
c059
right

BUILT RELATIONS
Raw industrial materials are seen commonly adding elements or
character to new and remodeled buildings throughout the district.
These materials might include sheet metals or aluminum paneling,
steel pipe and rod extensions, slate and wall tile patterns, copper
or limestone cladding, or lumber constructed fenestrations,
balconies and roof patios. Besides the trendy milieu of edgy
restaurants and nightclubs taking advantage of roof space for
gardens and patios, new residential additions remotely located
throughout the neighborhood have creatively added contemporary
elements and functional forms in ad-hoc fashions to the industrial
nature of traditional local buildings. They are not only redefining
the livability of the neighborhood, but perpetually molding its
unique character.

contextual anal sis ·
One of the residential townhouse developments cornering the lot
across Benson Street employs a unique conjecture of
contemporary materials in two functional and aesthetic personas.
Its form is distinct geometrical pieces in the ad-hoc sentiment clad
in posh materials for the area depicting higher class townhouse
residencies. The alley side, facing the most industrious remnants
in the area, is a simple unison form composed of industrial
construction materials and reflecting the patterns of industrial
buildings in this area. The duality of its form speaks contextually to
the neighborhood and plays eclectically but poetically all to itself
with material language in their patterns.
Other residential additions have used more subtle and economic
materials reflecting the typical housing that they perform only in
drastic application to existing forms. A row of apartment dwellings
planted over a traditional masonry structure renovated for
mixed-uses depicts the perfect example of raw adhocist ingenuity
with form and function. The tectonic quality of the foundational
building is used to advantageously allow more residence on the
site. The addition expresses exactly what it does in the common
language of residential architecture without degrading the original
structure of its historical integrity that is sustainably offering
expanded uses.
·

c060

OPTIMUM VIEWS
GREEN SCAPE IN VIEW

·contextual anal sis
HUMAN RELATIONS

c061

MIXED-USE OFFICE/RESID.
OFFICE/RETAIURESTUR.
RESIDENTIAL
INDUSTRIAL
CIVIC (OPEN SPACE)

Although the area has a reputation for scavenging and
panhandling, the increase redevelopment of its older structures
into residences has boldly challenged its blight. The homeless are
still congregating in this vicinhy and compromise the security of
many professionals taking advantage of this milieu. This particular
location is situated with the highest police activity, not for criminal
activity necessarily, but because the Dallas Police Department
motor pool and outpost is across Trunk and accessible from
Hickory Street. The increased supervision of the Deep Ellum
district and this contextual bonus adds to the security factor. Aside
of this feature, many other residential renovations and additions
have consumed this area between Deep Ellum and Fair Park for
practical reasons. The closer Deep Ellum is to downtown Dallas,
the more active its nightlife culture becomes. Fair Park is more
weekend and special event active, rarely, if ever, in use in the
evenings. Baylor's medical community, with around the clock
activity and hazards dominates the North extreme of this district.
Reasonably, this eastern niche is brewing up the most livable
environment for permanent dwellers. The pull is still lifestyle. No
conservative Dallas/Fort Worth suburb could offer the diverse and
energetic culture remotely comparable to Soho or Greenwich
Village that is stewing in this district.
this diagram illustrates the local building uses

contextual s nthesis
The greatest asset for this particular facility in the district is Baylor
Medical Center and its constituent services. Considered the urban
bane to many, this local health support is the clutch for these
particular residents to sustain a "normal" life. Baylor, though a
private institution, has been regarded as the largest and most
comprehensive health center for AIDS patients in the Dallas metro
area. Baylor itself is located at the northern end of Trunk Street,
but accessible only by Hall Street. This constitutes a feasible
ten-minute walking distance for any able-bodied individual. This
same proximity of healthcare services is perceivably the most
successful external feature of Samaritan House's program.

·
c062
right
c063

·contextual anal sis
c 064 TRANSIT RELATIONS
left
c 065
right
c 066
opposite left
c 067
opposite
right

.Trunk Street is only a wide gravel strip formerly used for delivery
trucks meeting the concrete parameter wall of the neighboring
storage facility to the West. Trunk is terminated by Hickory Street to
the South, but continues two blocks North until it meets Hall Street
but offers access to all four major Deep Ellum avenues - Canton,
Commerce, Main and Elm. Second Street is a major two-way path
for local industrial and commercial service vehicles although it
terminates at Commerce. It presents the most efficient accessibility
to Interstate 30 passing overhead only two blocks South. This street
is highly active during the weekdays but virtually silent each evening.

below: local transit alternatives

/

TRANSIT CORRIDOR
[ LIGHTRIAL + BIKE LANE )
PEDESTRIAN TRAIL
BIKE LANE ON STREET

co
left: typical transit patterns on local streets
right: typical traffic conditions on local streets

LIGHT (> 5,000 VEHICLES}

/
LOCAL BICYCLER PATIERNS
MULTI MODE TRANIST PROPOSALS
LOCAL PEDESTRIAN PATIERNS

MEDIUM(> 5,000 : > 15,000}

HEAVY (> 15,000)

. .

·architectural recedents of context
c068
top
c069
bottom

URBAN HOUSING INNOVATION
ELEMENTAL HOUSING
The low-income housing project labeled as "Elemental" provided
homes in a dense, closed court, townhouse style pattern to many
Chilean families in 2004 on the outskirts of Quinta Monroy. Their
raw form - static, simple, hard, functional - revives the philosophy of
Modernism, until its tenants are given the reins. The form is open
and closed, industrially sustainable and repetitive for a function, the
functionality of spontaneity, individuality, and transformation. This
project quickly transitions from a blank palate into a gamut of ad-hoc
additions. The beauty of the freedom users enjoy with this facility is
the quality of sporadic expressions, no one space like the next from
outside to in. No formal suburb in the most progressively developed
nations can claim that among all its residents. What initially appears
- for the sake of economy, feasibility and equality - to be rigid and
demanding conform becomes endlessly adaptable.

The architect, Alejandro Aravena, is said to have aimed at
employing a "strategy of territorial appropriation" (Gallanti 37).
People lacking a sense of place and identity are provided the built
opportunity to construct a personalized community. The quality of
economic and constructed simplicity along with sustainability is a
legitimate enough reason without the precedence for individual
contribution and transitional capability for this project to model a
concept of housing for any special needs group.
The Elemental project builds an open and varied scenario
that lets life unfold in all its freedom and potential, and
which resists the foresighted controls of architecture.
[Information, graphics and quotes were collected from Fabrizio
Gallanti's article "Elemental, Aravena!".]

architectural recedents of context ·
ALTERNATIVE HOUSING MODEL
A housing alternative for multiple family types in San Diego,
California's minority neighborhoods - deemed "The Ark" by its
designers, Rene Davids and Christine Killory - serves as an
organizational option for the housing method of this facility. The
massing seen in the rendered model shows simple forms bisected
by a linear outdoor space shared between each of four
conglomerate units. These cong lomerate units have a townhouse
type unit above a traditional apartment allowing mixed dwelling
types for a mixed population of users - multiple members and
single dwellers. This steps well beyond the typical apartment
distribution and supports a variety of dwelling participants to
interrelate. One of its key features is the shared outdoor and
adjacent patio space helping to create a sense of community and
health among its dwellers.
[Information and graphics were collected from Karen Salmon's
article "Intergenerational Housing".]

c070

notes
1) Conveyed by the former Executive Director of Baylor Medical
Center Gerald Bryant (Interview by phone, 27 January 2006).
2) Concurred by Steve Sutton, Executive Director of Samaritan
House (interviewed by in person, 20 February 2006).
3) Information gathered from Dallas: serving you!. Dallas City
Hall website ("Info") http://dallascityhall.com.
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The development of the design for the facility is best portrayed
by the term hybrid from which an iconic name - nHybrid House"
- was ascribed to the facility's final design. Hybridization -the
combining of one element to a homogenous element - is the
epitome of this facility's purposes and thus inspired its composition and building methods. The form came purely from contextual precedents and its components were integrated with c9ncem for sustainability of material, there construction and crclci I
relativity to the contextual patterns.

·schematic desi n
The program defines the collaborative need for adaptable commercial space easily accessible to the public and residential quarters
enveloped for privacy yet adjacent to public activity. One of the
potential strengths of this hybrid program type is placing interactive resident space where the public can engage with it as well. ·
This type of space is most often found in the overlapping spaces
throughout European cities. The dynamics of the site and local
forms dictate the necessity for primary vertical circulation being
that the form should not and cannot sprawl across one level. The
driving quality is that this entire form, not only the commercial
component, needs to be an adaptable form for maximizing its usability and worth in the radically evolving urban setting.
p 002 massing concept depicting functionality with the srte
p 003 vacant lot at
Exposition Ave. was deemed
less feasible than the vacant
brownfield at Canton St. +
Second Ave.

The schematic design and preliminary proposals were situated
with the initially programmed site at Exposition Avenue and
Benson Street. This 20,000 square foot lot was later deemed to
confine the potential growth of the facility, complicate construction
methods as well as the program organization, and curtailing parking accommodations. The qualifying design was situated on a
neighboring lot incorporated with a future development currently
being constructed.

••
The early concept sought to bring the facility's residents in close
contact with the public street interaction although their residential
suites and activity space were oriented toward interaction to themselves above the public spaces and nearer to the local residential
buildings. Ideally, the residents could access the local pedestrian
and cycling trail heads and route paths from the north side of the
building and through entry portals on Exposition Avenue that correlated with public access to the commercial services. Parking,

although not unusual with r~ rd o local prece en , was situated very compactly and roughly below th~~ ad allowing t
ommercial services to dominate the ground level sidew11k1r ntage. Addltional parking was cut out of the
alley_si~e of _th~ build!ng in ~tQ reliminary sc~emes . Despite the contextual
cont1nu1ty with 111 designed 1f eJen present parking for many local buildings and
possibility of reimbursemen\ t0 the city for lacking parking spaces, the limited
parking alternatives were dri~ilil He form and functionality of the structure at
this location.

·schematic desi n
p 005 the red dashes indicate direct sun
rays bouncing off reflective
surfaces, the blue arrows indicate
natural air movement, + the green
arrow indicates local visual
capability

''

A sustainable strategy was engaged to preserve the large oak tree
existing on the southeast comer of the lot. This strategy complicated the design possibilities further compromising buildable
space and structure. This tree. however. is one of the more prevailing natural qualities of the site itself and deemed being replanted if
not altogether left alone. Vegetation applied to the building also
became a design strategy to reinforce the building's environmental
effect and potentially daunting impact to the neighboring park.
Offsetting the lacking density of concentrated residential space in
the immediate vicinity became one consideration for the larger
than typical form to sit in such a prominent location. Still, this form
would spoil the views of its eastern residential neighbors whose
back patios sit at the second level facing downtown Dallas.

The schematic concept includes an interstitial void between the
ground level and the second to preserve the neighbors' views of
downtown while simultaneously providing an opening to allow the
circulation of natural air through the building's interior space vertically rather than horizontally. This concept was potentially better in
theory than would have performed in reality as well as being another complication to the form's construction and functionality.
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·schematic desi n

p 008 three initial parti plan + elevation
concepts

_

Three schematic schemes stemmed from three parti conceptualizations of the use of the site. The simplistic geometry of these
schemes infers undeveloped aesthetic detail, although the forms
are a prominent language of aesthetic themselves relating to local
built geometry. The concepts varied from integration of the
facility's activity space at the ground level and methods of preserving as much of the neighbors' westward view as possible. The
schematic section delineates the goal of providing daylighting,
natural air ventilation, and simplistic patterns residential space
throughout the residential facility. This was conceptualized with
both exterior and interior circulation for the residential quarters.
However, interior circulation was determined to best accommodate
these tenants' circumstances and avoid the stigmatism of a roadside hotel aesthetic. The.vertical circulation of users and utility systems was isolated throughout the design process. This ideally simplifies the installation and adaptation of these systems' core operational parts and their engagement with the circulation patterns.

This method reflects the form equals function prerogative of Modernism which is reflected throughout the district's Modernist industrial
structures.
The braking apart and additive nature of building systems became a
prevailing theme for the whole design. Starting with the isolation of a
vertical circulation form and extending to the roof structure, awnings,
and entry portals. This theme theoretically portrays the adhocism
aesthetic of generational evolution that characterizes much of the
built context. However, these initial schemes seem to appeal to this
theme on a more abstracted scale with their bulky, simplistic forms
composing nothing unfamiliar to any city's contemporary architecture
from office buildings to shopping centers.
p 009 scheme A southwest perspective
p 010 scheme B northwest perspective
the massing perspectives depict the forms' relationships with the context

·schematic desi n
p 011 scheme /\s plans depict the residential structure with an interstitial
void between the residential space and commercial space

Both schematic concepts depicted here employ a screen covering
the three/four upper levels from sunlight and street visibility intended
to support growing vines.

basement level
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second level
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scheme B's plans depict the residential space being concentrated to
the south end of the building leaving a void for neighbor's views + a
garden patio area - this scheme maintained the theme of a pitched
roof geometry
Despite the reassessment of these schematic designs scheme B's massing
perspectives and axonometric studies portray evidential influence on the final de ign.
second level

third/fourth level

· reliminar desi n
The preliminary proposal attempted to draw out the most positive
aspects of the three schemes. The parking was brought out of the
ground and was provided primarily on the second level deck accommodating the threatened neighbors' views between parked
cars. The circulation tower took a prominent position as an inherently added afterthought merging to individual forms. The facility
activity space is provided on three stories - demanding vertical
transitions and separation - within the form on the south of the lot.
The existing tree was brought to the southwest corner of the lot
accentuating the facility's entrance area but adding a large site development expense. The residences were stacked in a static fashion with optimal views to the west. The ground level and three
story form would consist of heavy masonry and concrete matching
a historical tectonic pattern. The circulation tower boasted expansive glazing as if these walls had been pulled away.

p 013 the parti concept of the preliminary proposal depicts the simplicity+
top additive nature of its geometry
p 014 this sketch portrays the simplicity of the additive forms in all
bottom dimensions contrasted with light, decorative screens, awnings +
right louvers

.

. .

.

es1 n

p 018 This design featured a roof deck garden patio on the south end and
top left steel louvers and rods attached to the fagade to incorporate
vegetation growth around the residents. However, these features did
not compensate for the loss of schematic ideas such as the atrium
splitting the residential stacks apart, or a pitched roof structure that
could incorporate several sustainable strategies (water collection,
water heating pipes, photovoltaic cells). This solution also included
three different stair systems; two fire stairs on the corners and a
primary stair system lacking fire protection in the circulation tower.
The bulk of its mass sat closest to the neighboring memorial site
seeming to encroach upon it and daunting the neighboring
townhouses. Altogether. this solution seemed to have less positive
impact than any of the three schematic concepts that produced it.
To add to its complications. parking was still insufficient for this
facility's users or growth having not been able to meet its current
minimum at this location.

west elevation

p 019
bottom
left

lateral section

Before this site was traded for the new site at Second Avenue, the
option of satellite parking was also investigated. However, the
reality was apparent that lacking parking accommodations for this
facility's needs would negatively impact its patronage especially for
the commercial tenants. This demanded a reevaluation of this site's
feasibility.
south elevation
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· uali in desi n
Just as actual projects often involve brutal reevaluations and dramatic changes precluding a preliminary proposal, this project's
design faced a harsh reality of lacking feasibility and compromise on
behalf of the programmed parameters. Three aspects of this project
were radically altered at this juncture with limited time available for a
complete overhaul before the qualifying review would determine the
project's pending completion within the current semester. Just as
circumstances such as financing often propel and challenge actual
projects.
The first alteration was the site. A 180,000 square foot property including a 120,000 square foot historical industrial building complex
concentrated on the south half of the elongated site at Canton
Avenue and Second Street. This site, only one block west of the preliminary site, was also evaluated in earlier programming with regard
to renovating the existing structure. The three part complex is currently being renovated and the entire site redeveloped by the Dallas
architecture firm Good Fulton Farrell (GFF). This mixed-use development, common to many progressive renovations, involves
retail/restaurant, offices and loft apartments. The development proposal planned for a future 42,000 square foot building addition independently located at the north end of the site on the 73,000 square
foot vacant brownfield adjacent to Canton Avenue.

p 022 GFF addition proposal (purple) on the north end of the 3200 Second
Ave. site - pedestrian corridor axis (maroon)

The key aspects to this large development encouraging its feasibility are extensive areas - some already covered by existing structure - of parking surfaces already paved and a neighboring renovated development whose pedestrian access correlates directly
with the existing structure. Beyond this site to the south - across
Hickory Street is a single and two story complex of historical structures with iconic industrial geometry. This complex has been recently redeveloped into a small, progressive live-work community
with subtly industrial aesthetic expression. The complex has been
enclosed with a fence and gate at its two street entrances presumably due to the local crime patterns.
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The potential of pedestrian integration with the neighboring
development is present with a covered eighteen foot path along
the west side of the structures on Second Street and an
intermediary cut through between the buildings. This path is
directly correlated to a large opening - formerly a loading portal on the south face of the existing Hickory Street complex. Good
Fulton Farrell took the initiative to pass this passageway through
the new complex and continue it as a covered path terminating
with the new building addition at the north end of the property.
This path reinforces the local social interaction and inherently will
defeat safety threats as the area is filled around the clock with
residents and workers patronizing the pathways.
The most intensive installment to this site will presumably be the
landscaping, including at least fifteen new trees and green space
where layers of concrete are currently covering potentially
contaminated soil. None-the-less, the proposed quality of
development that is currently entering construction on this site will
create an ideal opportunity for incorporating a special housing type
a·nd encourages the feasibility of commercial space for
retail/restaurant/office tenants. Parking demands will still
necessitate city development of on-street parking along Second
Avenue, but more importantly included in the construction of Trunk
Street bordering the west side of the site. This street is currently a
gravel alleyway and the only barrier between this site and the
motor pool location of the Dallas Police Department and Civil
Services. A visual barrier of landscaping may also be a necessary
future development along Trunk's west edge.

p 024 The building's form began with an
entirely new parti concept mirroring
proposed the older development across
site plan Hickory Street with street frontage
low-rise structure along Second
Avenue and the dominant form
fronting Canton Avenue at a thirty
degree cant. This shape slightly
alters the GFF proposed addition
by breaking the single building
apart to spread 10,000 square feet
along Second Avenue and cant the
dominant form to parallel Canton.
The most important correlations
are its use of the pedestrian axis
carried through from southeast to
northwest across the site and

COMMERCIAL:
10,620SQFT
RETAIL I RESTN'T:
3380SQFT
111 GROSS
PARKING SPACES

SPECIAL RESIDENTIAL
FACILITY ACCOMODATIONS:
62 BEDS [RESIDENTS CAPACITY]
20 2-BED HANDICAP ACCESSIBLE SUITES
10 1-BED HANDICAP ACCESSIBLE SUITES
53 TOTAL SUITES
31 ,700 NET SOFT

retaining the parking area planned by GFF. Sufficient parking for this facility's program
parameters are provided with potential future needs to be constructed along Trunk
Street on the west side. The presented proposal calls for parking provided within the
footprint and concrete infrastructure of the single story piece fronting Second Street.
This infrastructure's purpose is further discussed in the layout segment. More
parking could be accommodated, however, a triangular piece, countering the cant of
the dominant four story form. is reclaimed for green space and recreation - potential
placement of a half-sized basketball court. This court and green space are an
interactive incentive for social gathering between residence and other locals.

MULTI-USE RENOVATION
OF CURRENT
INFRASTRUCTURE
INCLUDING RESIDENTIAL
AND COMMERCIAL
TENANTS
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The building setback of neighboring civic buildings to the west and
the civic park to the east inferred that this dominant form on Canton
Avenue should sit no closer than forty-eight feet to the curb.
Property setbacks along Trunk and Second allow the building to
extend to the sidewalk setback within an FAR ratio. This structure
does not exceed this ratio and maximizes its major corridor frontage
- Canton Avenue. The FAR of this proposal is 0.43.

.
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MODULAR THEORY
The most dynamic shift in this design from its schematic concepts
became the dynamic solution of the overall design consequentially
further evolving the theoretical approach that initially defined it. It
involves experimentation and exploration into a direction of architectura l methodology that has only begun to evolve with raising concern
for sustainability. The performance criteria first discussed in the
Theory section [see T 1.06 and T 5.24 for theoretical response statements] are restated here for comparison with correlating aspects of
the final design:

Contextual response
- Tectonically mediating additive architectural form with the
cultural narrative of the characteristic urban region,
- Utilizing contextual patterns derived from the local narrative
to express the character of cultural values in the region,
- And integrating a place of restoration and transition in an optimum context for social interaction and service accessibility
Sustainability
- Exploring the ability to retain a datum form - primary simplistic and permanent geometry- with temporal and transitional
elements for enabling future transformations,

- Integrating sustainable tectonic alternatives for construction that promote the long term use and positive environmental impact of the building,
- And reinforcing a momentous local agenda to integrate
sustainable values and built features into the urban region
tandem with the entire City's future
development/redevelopment.
Functionality
- Exploring the possibility of transitional housing models for
blighted urban dwellers
- And synthesizing with a local narrative by applying
contextual patterns
The reassessment of a site after the preliminary design proposal
also involved a critical reassessment of the application of the theoretical direction. The essence of hybrid composition of purposes
evoked with hybrid construction forms is alluded to in the previously described theoretical parameters. Although this theoretical
direction never called for or even alluded to the idea of modularity,
the concept was drawn out of the same language. Many studies
of relative mixed-use and residential buildings, especially addition
types that engaged a hybrid quality of design were studied in this
reassessment inspiring the possibility of modularity accentuated
with dynamic features. Many of these studies are found in Europe
with the abstracting of modern materials and methods against a
usually very traditional, even ancient building context.

These projects include such modern housing facilities as the
Prinsenhoek by William Jan Neutelings [Gausa 214-219]. the "100
Wozoco's" by MVRDV [Gausa 220-231 ]. and "the prefabricated
housing and work units" by Keim &Sill [Gausa 264-269].
The Prinsenhoek most distinctly contrasts the two differing
housing accommodations and a commercial ground level with
material applications. Its overall precast concrete structure is,
however, evident in the static form. This static form is broken and
becomes playfully contradictory at the top two levels with simple
but dynamic geometry. The composition is poetically descriptive
yet simple and mostly static.

apa

The Prinsenhoek
ent building employs three fa~e-treatments
on concrete structure inferring an additive aesthetic ttieme.

p 028 The "100 Wozoco's" building is also a simple piece of geometry playbottom fully broken for creating dramatic contrasts as if forms are being ·
plugged into a datum. The cladding here consistently unifies the
p 029 contrasting forms, although the datum box is mostly window glazing
right on heavy concrete structure.
The 100 Wozoco's apartment building portrays dramatic manipulations of an otherwise static fagade of very simple geometry creating
an exciting and diversified interaction between residents and public
viewers.

The office and residential addition by Keim &Sill to an existing
three-hundred year old house brought precedence to the concept
of modularity. The static precast concrete and prefabricated boxes
composed to seem together office space and residential apartments to the existing building contrasted almost harshly with the
context. However, the seeming together was executed exceptionally well and the design of fabricated elements is a testimony to
European ingenuity. This structure's sustainable qualities are quite
evident in its temporality and resiliency ironically in contest with
the well aging brick and timber form now umbilically tied to it. All
the addition elements erected here were precast/prefabricated and
seemed together on site. The aesthetic conveys its hybrid construction clearly offering no sentiment of the traditional values of
its neighbors.

center top
p 032
cneter
middle
p 033

p 035 typical 40' "high box" containers
bottom after industry lifespan
p 036 transportation and stockpiling of
center containers from sea to land

More compelling precedents of this prefabrication concept have
been built and proposed around the world with a more radical sustainable driving factor. Shipping containers - known as ISO standard containers regarding specific integrity with completely steel
welded-connection construction and modular dimensions - have
been supplied to freight shipping companies for continuous sea to
land transportation over several decades. These self-sustaining,
stackable, and watertight modules have the structural quality of an
ant; capable of carrying multiple times their own weight. Jones,
Partners: Architects, one of the pioneering design teams pursuing
container based solutions, refer to them as the "diapers of the
landfill." This is due to tightening shipping industry standards that
demand retiring these containers after so many uses continually
replacing them with new ones. Although this faulty methodology
will likely change, ports and freight yards around the world have
collected immeasurable amounts of discarded containers.
Many of these containers are finding new purposes as they are individually refurbished and sold~eased. In the past decade, a
number of progressive architects have designed, and many built,
projects from single family houses to entire school programs using
prefabricated ISO shipping containers as the sole structural elements. Their structural integrity at any loaded point is possibly
twice to eight times the required load capacities of any code requirements [J,P:A; "strength"]. Their dimensions ranging from ten
to forty-eight feet long fit well with pre-established standard material dimensions in the construction market.

One drawback to earlier modules was the interior height and width
with an exterior cross section being eight by eight feet and six
inches. These modules have been phased out for a taller
alternative at nine foot and six inches called "high-box" containers.
The typical container is fitted with solid steel plate doors equipped
with four top to bottom locking rods at one end. Some may have
doors at both ends and additional tube steel reinforcement four to
six feet from the end for stacking reinforcement. The floors inside
and exterior roof membrane are solid sheet steel reinforced by
tube steel studs incrementally spanning the width. The walls are
structurally self-supported by corrugated steel decking standing
upright between the top and bottom structural chords. The entire
structural skeleton consists of tubular steel welded around each
connection. Despite the patched rusted spots, the lifespan of any
given container less than a decade old has only seen a tenth of its
worth in the shipping industry leaving it endless potential for
common architectural applications far exceeding the traditional
construction methods [J,P:A; "environmental responsibility"].

p 037 + 038
top left+ right: California PRO/con condominium concept by J,P:A
p 039
bottom: Hybrid Seattle's "Urban Mini Tower" concept for quickly built
+ easily adaptable urban housing

·theoretical rocess
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bottom
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right

The New York based architecture firm LOT-EK is possibly the trend
setter of shipping container architecture leading the way for
conceptualists like Hybrid Seattle or Jones Partners' "PRO/con"
methodology. LOT-EK tested the fabrication versatility of a
standard ISO container designing self-contained and sustainable
dwellings out of single forty foot modules. They theorized a
framework for stacking and swapping out these fabricated
containers as a modern mass housing method [Scoates].
LOT-EK's "Mobile Dwelling Unit" concept involves the consistent
fabrication of 40' containers into single dwellings with movable
walls that may be placed in a housing framework to be established
in every possible city.

The European Tempo Housing team has not only designed and
constructed a very successful Keetwonen student housing in
Amsterdam entirely out of 1050 fabricated forty foot containers.
The modularity of the containers was proven to be a suitable
accommodation for a dormitory prototype even more pleasant than
many typical university dormitories. This module design has lead
to concepts and proposals for multiple hotels and housing
developments throughout Europe with the rapid exposure of their
projects via a descriptive website. Their concepts are currently the
most pragmatic and certainly the largest collection of solutions
built entirely of containers.

·theoretical rocess
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top
p 047
bottom left
p048
bottom
right

Still, the most compelling projects proving the functionality and
versatility of fabricated containers could be the Urban Space
Management's Riverside Building, live-work apartments and
offices, and "Container Learn", the Tower Hamlets College addition.
Both completed and well received projects in London have
displayed a creative composition and manipulation of the structural
capabilities of these containers. The first Container City residential
project, "Container City I," used twenty containers installed in
merely four days [Urban Space Management; "Container City I"].

Their aesthetic fabrication detailing, such as circular ocean-liner
style windows, is a playfully contextual pattern familiar to the port
area.

These relatively complex programs have been conservatively
supported between the cutout walls of these puzzle like container
stacks. Prefabricated catwalk, balcony and stairway elements
(construction method mimicked by Tempo Housing) stem from
connections entirely dependent on the containers' structure.

The finished spaces created within these containers can be as raw
but clean as the Container Learn space (bottom left) or such that
one might not even recognize the structural elements of their
surroundings as with Riverside's contemporary aesthetic (top +
bottom right).

p 053
center
p054
bottom left
p054
bottom
right

Upon discovering the viability of shipping container reuse proven in
these housing, educational, commercial, and civic projects it
became imperative that the modularity dormitory style dwellings
and even half of the facility's program could be adequately
accommodated within a modular unit such as these. Although
Dallas is not a port city or even remotely near the ocean, the
contextual relevance of recycling containers is certainly not
designated to port cities. Dallas is not only a major freight hub and
distribution point for trucking companies and trains carrying these
containers, it is also now home to an overflow lot for collecting
retired containers from the ports in Galveston and Corpus Christi.
There is a surprisingly vast amount of these used containers in all
sizes and conditions left in the Dallas area. Therefore, recycling
this asset locally reinforces the sustainable virtue of this design. It
appears that Dallas' local supply of refurbished containers could
easily support a dozen of buildings identical to this design without
putting a dent in their growing numbers. Evidently, this is not just
an alternative, one could argue that it should be an imperative in
regard to resources and sustainable construction.
Refurbished containers are seen locally (top + center) used by
industrial entities still working in the area. Used containers are also
piling up a couple miles south of Deep Ellum and downtown Dallas
in shipping back lots along the interstate (bottom left +right).

Overall, the greatest challenge with these modular elements is the
derision of a functional composition serving the values of the
program. The complexity of its appearance may infer a far more
elaborate and intensive construction or layout than actually takes
place. This quality adds to the intrigue of its user's appeal. The
overlapping patterns and tectonic poetics aesthetically aim to
serve, or counteract if necessary, the appreciation of the culture.
This refers to the culture of people embracing urbanism anxiously
awaiting modern solutions to environmental, social and
economical problems constricting this context. The solution here
is that dynamic contrast of effect, resourceful, and contextually
considerate architecture mingling traditional values with the new.
LOT-EK's experimental refabricating of refurbished containers into
dwelling space

·theoretical rocess
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QUALIFYING DESIGN PRESENTATION
The layout for this program's residential portion was expanded to
accommodate sixty-two residents in fifty-three suites. Along with
the other spaces joining the second and third level, the most efficiently and aesthetically intriguing composition of containers called
for seventy-two twenty foot modules and fifteen forty foot modules. Accompanying the eighty-seven recycled containers, eightyone modular steel trusses and twenty-nine columns help complete
the tectonic composition. These modules are composed entirely
of four sizes of steel angle and rods with combination of welded
and bolted connections. The design of their integration with the
container modules is such that their structural integrity is mostly
dependent on the containers' than on themselves. Their extending
steel plates will bolt on to the north and south container faces and
also to the columns lining the south fa~ade. All other roof trusses
are simply bolted to one another and sitting on the containers
somewhat becoming one entire roof element as the profile geometry suggests. Recycled steel is a viable solution for fabricating
these trusses and columns cohering to the theme of recycled materials throughout.

p 058
top: close up of the building's composition at the northwest corner

p 059
bottom: northwest corner perspective of the qualifying proposal

p 060
top: northeast comer perspective portraying the main building
facing Canton St. + the potential addition shaded grey facing
Second Ave.

p 061
bottom: south face and parking area of the qualifying proposal from
Trunk St.

•
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QUALIFYING DESIGN CRITIQUE
The Qualifying Design Proposal, though lacking development in
construction details, was well received by the critiquing professor
and advisor. The radical changes in design material, including the
site and program parameters, as well as the direction of the design
theory were previously criticized for coming after the preliminary
reviews. However, constricted potential of the project battled with
through preliminary reviews was better reconsidered late than never.
This is not uncommon at all in actual building projects when sites or
design direction proves itself unfitting for the project's parameters.
The critics agreed with the designer, once the concept was displayed
for qualifying review. that this concept was far more worthy and
fitting of the initial theoretical notions than any earlier schemes.
Although this design only had a month and a half to be prepared
without schematic development, the sustainable ideals delineated in
This digital model represents one of multiple trials in the structural layout
before aniving to the qualifying design model.

_
the schematic sections were one of two driving factors for the
design. The other driving factor was the employment of precast
structural members, mo.dular containers and truss systems
composing the entire form. Once appropriate shapes, sizes,
orientations of all structural elements were derived to fit with the
modular containers, the plans and sections nearly drew
themselves. The pragmatic derivative of the form's overall
aesthetics came almost entirely from the Lego like piecing together
of standard shapes for particular purposes. Much like the earliest
Modernists found with standard iron or precast concrete
members, the function of these shapes and their oriented
placement such that they would cooperate together profoundly
composes the form for itself. One could say this structure reveals
revitalized Modernism in its raw form follows function aesthetic.
The critique of the professor and advisor fell mostly on the lacking
development in construction details. The major additions and
minor changes completing this design were concentrated on the
technical aspects of construction delineated in sections and
details. Those included, the connection taking place at each
modular meeting point, the padding and sealing between structural
members meeting the modular units, the finished out qualities
within the units and the ground level spaces, and the performance
of utility systems. The overall layout and design form was not
altered beyond this point having been well enough developed to fit
the program's parameters and challenges.
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The layout for the residential facility activity spaces combined with
the commercial space at the ground level is the most challenging
part of this plan although one of its strongest aspects of feasibility.
The ground level reserves both street corners to be accessible for
commercial tenant use. This allows their patrons the easiest drop off
locations, street visibility, and outdoor patio space. The patio space
is very important on the northeast corner to attract cate type
restaurant tenant with the nearest parking and outdoor seating that
faces the park. The area of this space is a 1200 square foot
rectangle with a three-hour fire-rated back wall ideally suited for a
typical cafe or bar. The space on the opposite side accommodates
7,200 square feet and is more ideal to be broken up or used for
offices or retail. Site development also includes the masonry unit
wall enclosing the trash containers located off Trunk Street south of
the building. The opening is enclosed by four original steel
containers' doors retained from used containers.

62 BEDS (RESIDENTS CAPAO
20 2·BED HANDICAP ACCESSIBLE SUI
10 1-BED HANDICAP ACCESSIBLE SUI
53 TOTAL StJ!l

31,700 NETS<
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d 005 The other infrastructure, initially enveloping parking spaces along
left Second Street, is designed to accommodate ideal retail or office
tenants if finished out inside. Their frontage is along Second Street
d 006 and also opens out to the covered pedestrian corridor matching
right those adjacent developments in GFF's scheme. This corridor
appears to terminate with the entry portal into the residential
facility's ground level space. Yet, it passes through to meet Canton's

broad, tree-lined sidewalk connecting these tenants with activity
on both sides of this complex and easy access to both directions
of transit. The proposal includes an eighteen foot wide patio along
the south side of the dominant building that juxtaposes the
pedestrian corridor axis to meet pedestrian activity with the
building's users off of the paralleling streets. This shift in its axis is
aligned with the neighboring park.
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The entry portal through the residential activity space is the most
dynamic feature accentuating and dividing the building's fa~ade on
the ground level aside of the segregated circulation tower. This
entry is identified simply by a box penetrating the heavy masonry
and store-front glazing fa~ade. Its material is light metal sheathing
contrasting its purpose with the industrial quality storefront
common of the renovated structures in the area. This portal is reflective of many uniquely accentuated entry portals to many buildings throughout the district attempting to distinctly identify their
purpose, theme, or just existence along the street.

PLANTERS AT d 007

left
d 008
right

entry portal construction exhibited on the bay model
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The circulation tower identifies its purpose extending above the
whole elevation as an independently constructed element. This is
accentuated with heavy masonry load-bearing walls. The
circulation is conveyed clearly with fire-rated glazing extending the
full height of the structure e_
xposing the interior stair well to Canton
Avenue. This also allows ambient daylight to penetrate the interior
of the building on all floors through a fire-rated glass curtain-wall
enclosing the stair well from within. The buildings utility systems
are primarily contained and circulated vertically through this
enclosed element. The utility related uses of the residential facility
are also placed within this enclosure for ease of connection with
these system lines and noise/vibration containment. The primary
mechanical package unit is placed at the top of the circulation
tower dropping its ducts directly down into the ground level space.
The orientation of these spaces correlates to the values although
the spaces are hardly distinct but rather flow into one another from
either side of the entry portal. The administrative desk, opening
from within the storage room for resident's medicine, files, or

or other sensitive material, can view the overall activities on the ground level especially vertical
circulation. The administrator's office is isolated in the corner with a view to the "backyard"
(referring to the green space, basketball court, parking etc. at the south side) and patio of the
building. The dining area lies directly across the entry portal sharing its seating area with the patio
deck. The gathering space - overflow of the dining area - is separated by translucent turning panels,
a storage closet, and restrooms. This space facing the street so its activity may be viewable to the
public, especially visitors, since it will likely support public gatherings such as AA meetings. The
kitchen has been pushed against the three hour fire-rated masonry wall separating this space form
the commercial space to the west. Although it is subject to greater heat gain on the south, its walls
are breathable with hopper windows and covered by the louvered trusses. The trusses carrying
condenser units and pipe steel louvers hang over the southern patio deflecting unnecessary sunlight
from these spaces with extensive glazed openings along the walls (model photo right). This tinted
storefront glazing is intended to help the spaces gain as much daylight as could be comfortable and
adequate on a typical clear day to replace the need for electrical lighting.
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d 016 The finished construction of this space consists of raw materials and
left a contrast of light sheathing and heavy structure. The portal is the
most dramatic with heavy masonry unit walls exposed at the seems
d 017 and clad with the corrugated metal on both sides. The metal wraps
right around the entire portal box hiding the steel ceiling support studs but
leaving the lintel beams exposed. The masonry unit walls dividing
d 018 the space from its commercial neighbors has an added layer of light
opposite brick masonry- preferably reddish brown matching the neighboring
buildings - facing into this space. The partitions dividing the office,
kitchen. restrooms and furr downs where they occur are sheathed in

exposed plywood - layers adequate for fire-ratings - with a
fireproofing sealant coat. All utility system copper pipes, metal
(aluminum) ducts, or steel conduit are exposed as hung from the
steel cross-members that tie between concrete columns. The
fireproofing foam barrier sprayed underneath the container
bottoms and concrete beams should be painted a non-reflective
grey to match the concrete because there is virtually no ceiling
coverage. The concrete floor should be finished with a brown stain
throughout the space and commercial spaces tinted to match the
rusty brown shade on the shipping containers' exposed exterior
metal. These raw industrial finishes are intended to be sustainable
and efficient for construction but also mesh with raw finish
techniques throughout the industrial area. Their aesthetic quality
might infer the temporality of this building's purpose and portray
its ease for adaptability.

bay model exhibits the ground level space through the entry portal

la out ·

d 019 Other spaces, including the meeting/computer lab and meditation
left rooms were accommodated on other levels within the finished out
shipping containers. These spaces require more confinement and
d 020 could relieve accommodated space on the ground level. They are
top right also more security sensitive areas that only residents need access to.
Besides the laundry room - contained within the more vibration and
d 021 noise resilient circulation tower heavy masonry and concrete
bottom envelope - these other rooms are given views towards the park on
right the east. They also stem from the hallway that terminates with the
door that would act as a bridge portal for residents when/if additional
quarters are built over the adjacent infrastructure. The garden patio
for the residents was provided at the third level's southeast corner
overlooking the park and also framing a vista of downtown Dallas.
left: typical laundry + boiler room
at each level
top right: garden patio partially
enclosed with container structures
at the fourth level
bottom right: gathering area +
auxiliary rooms !computer lab] at
the second level
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The challenge of modular rooms for sixty-two residents
within fifteen-thousand square feet was options for the
variable needs of single residents. Essentially four room
modules were created to suite variations of single
residents, single handicap residents, and shared suites for
handicap or non-handicap residents. Slight variations of
these module types are carved out of alternating container
orientations on the east end of the building. These suites
might be considered privileged for their view eastward
toward the park. All suites are accommodated with their
own bathrooms. The bathrooms vary only slightly with
dimensions in handicap accessible suites. Built-in cabinetry
and modular enclosed shower units have been designed for
the bathrooms. These built-in features pose another
modular unit element that could be prefabricated as
bathroom units already constructed and primarily enclosed
for installment at the site.
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The shipping containers are finished in two phases once their
shells - refurbished and fabricated to specification - are laid in place
on the concrete beams and then on to one another. Their
fabrication will initially include cutting out wall panels and
reinforcing the top and bottom structural steel members with
vertical columns where a point load will occur without vertical
bracing. It will also include the removal of doors and the welded
attachment of steel angels across structure members where floor
decks will sit. When the containers are laid in place, their meeting
edges are sealed as they are pressed tightly together meeting
every eight feet on center. In between their placement by crane,
precast concrete floor decks and prefabricated steel railing
systems are laid and bolted in place along the corridor side of the
containers. The patio floor deck and railing assemblies may also
be fixed to the exterior opening of the container units where
specified. The structural steel truss and column components
would be laid and bolted in place once all containers were placed
correctly. Then, the utility systems conduits and hardware may be
installed which involves cutting and sealing through container
walls. The window/door aluminum framing could also be installed
at this time along with the additional steel stud walls where
specified. The final touch to the interior would be the finish out as
delineated by the sections and details. This includes rigid foam
insulation, drywall and finished plywood sheathing. The bathroom
cabinetry, VCT tile flooring, and baseboards would be the last
finishing touch and presumably the most adlib element of
construction.
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The ground level precast concrete and vertical tower masonry walls and steel reinforcing
would be the initial construction phase with all non-structure materials waiting on the
placement of all three levels of container and steel modules. Theoretically, this structure's
most intensive construction phase would be the prefabrication of all elements from
casting of precast members to the refurbishment of the steel containers. The timely
erection of these elements would depend entirely on coordination of material delivery and
efficient crane/s operations.
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The finish out process would be far less
intensive than most any building of equal
size due to the raw quality of materials
and construction methods. This design
is aimed at avoiding many 'bells and
whistles' but rather hitting the heart of
the matter of functionality for th is space.
The culture of the facility users in this
social sect typically can appreciate
anything low maintenance and high
return. Possibly, the most expensive and
intensively installed element in the entire
design is the insulated and tinted Ka~wall
skylight glazing spanning of the
three-level corridor between residential
quarters. Second to this would be the
traditional stud walls filling along the
third level corridor beneath the Kai-wall
glazing and enclosing room extensions
... along the second level floor decks. The
key to this hybrid structure's sustainable
integrity is in subtly but effectively
sealing all gaps between the meeting
edges of structural modular unit steel
members. Their connections are bolted
for ease of deconstruction and to relieve
an already high volume of welded
connections. However, the interior
envelope created by these modules must
perform better than most traditional
framing and membrane buildings.

the bay model exhibits precast deck.
fabricated railing systems, and Kai-wall
skylighting panels fitted to steel structure
through the corridor between containers
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Some of the gaps to be filled would require an adlib ingenuity. For
instance. the corridor enclosure between the containers at the
west end would need steel stud walls insulated and clad with the
corrugated metal wall panels recycled from the fabricated
containers. This would have many seams to be carefully
overlapped and sealed to insure its watertight construction. The
proficiency of steel material on the exterior will inevitably require
refinishing and/or painting periodically to avoid destructive rusting.
On the interior. the key is to prevent any moisture from penetrating
the sealed seams of these modules. The containers themselves
are watertight constructions needing only to be treated for rust
prevention on the exterior. The VCT tile floor and rubber
baseboards are to be installed so that moisture cannot interact
with the interior steel floor deck and reinforcement of the container
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modules. Operable aluminum louver vents are specified to fill the gap with
steel stud reinforcement along the top of the corridor from the third level of
containers fastened to the steel roof structure module. These vents are
intended to allow air or especially moisture. should it occur. to be expelled from
the interior by natural air flow. Ideally, this corridor could release the rising
warm air most months of the year relieving the use of the mechanical system.
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The utility systems. though streamlined, are also a hybrid
composition. The plumbing is not only brought in by city lines and
sewage from beneath Canton Avenue. but grey water is also
supplied by runoff rainwater. The standing seam steel roof
membrane laid on the triangular trusses strategically collects
rainwater into troughs and carries its through downspout piping into
a concrete trough under the ground level patio deck. This trough is
also collecting runoff ground water from the "backyard" area and
dumping it into the reservoir tank buried beneath the patio deck
grade beam at the southwest corner of the building. This tank
should be large enough to preserve grey water for the entire facilities
toilets throughout the year (this is pending on average rainfall of
course). Alternatively, this grey water cou ld be recycled from the
used city water into the reservoir. This may actually require more
than one reservoir depending on the residential and combined
commercial tenant use of the building. This water is pumped up to
pipes along the ground level ceiling and carried throughout to
necessary dropdown locations. A buried pipeline will also carry grey
water along side the city lines to the vertical circulation tower chases
and distribute horizontal piping to the extremities of the facility at
each residential level. This also brings the water supply as close to
the laundry and boiler rooms as possible at each level. The boilers
will supply hot water to the level below. The roof structure is
oriented so that an alternative pipe system could be laid on the
structure heating water by sunlight and circulating it back into the
building iffvvhen such a system could be afforded.

The electrical system could also be alternatively supplied with
naturally acquired energy through photovoltaic cells laid on the roof
structure iffvvhen this installment could be afforded. The separated
horizontal segments of the roof structure and open space within
the structural modules is intended to hold these alternative
systems and their accompanying hardware. The mechanical
condensing units - individual units for each residential unit - are
currently laid out of direct sunlight yet exposed to air currents
within the structural truss modules. Each condenser's heating and
refrigerant lines are run through the steel panels of the container's
and behind the wall sheathing, to supply the individual
wall-mounted fan coil units in each room. This system is
essentially congruent to many modern hotels and apartments
except that the exterior mounted units are incorporated with the
truss - especially applied on the north fa~ade - as aesthetically
boasted elements.
The ground level spaces and residential corridor air conditioning is
supplied more traditionally by package units placed on the top of
the circulation tower. The ducts are dropped through the chases
and distributed through these areas in metal (circular) duct
hardware and returned (variable return percentage depending on
commercial tenant needs) in parallel ducts. Hopper style operable
windows - seen in original condition on many local industrial
renovations - allow natural air circulation throughout the ground
level space.
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This is a preferably more sustainable alternative to the mechanical
d 000
supply that could theoretically maintain a comfortable air quality, at
least for the low maintenance requirements of the residential facility
space. For aesthetic and safety purposes, the condenser units are
enclosed by steel mesh applied to the exposed openings on the
modular trusses. This is to deter vandalism and subtly shield the
mechanical systems from plane view. This mesh, just like corrugated
metal pipe steel, is also found throughout the district as a raw
industrial modification material.
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·conclusion
Solutions to any one problem can be many, and. of course, for a
group of problems the possibilities compound. The challenges set
forth to be explored in this project were large enough to invite a
boundless gamut of solutions. The reality is, no single solution can
ever be perfect and, in our society, outdated before it has been
'dated'. Evolution is the dynamism of our universe; its divinely
propelled resolution of perpetually compounding conflicts. What are
'problems' besides circumstances producing enough conflict or
friction to attract energy or reaction as a counterbalance? Major
themes in culture. sociology and architectonics were narrowed and
bound to an existing circumstantial opportunity to attract this project.
However, architecture itself can never serve to solve a human
problem, especially not an ever evolving group of them. It was never
my intention to make the same arrogant preposition of the
Modernists that my architectural solution could end a selection of
human ills. It was supposed that it may be an instrument in an
'orchestra' of resolve for circumstantial conflicts presented here in
the urban human realm . The most adequate solution would of
course evolve as much as possible to balance the conflict. Fluidity
might be the most applicable description of the theoretical thought
driving this project's design even more so than functionality,
modularity, sustainability, or contextuality.
The circumstances, as far as they can be seen, always define a
conflict. The circumstances surrounding this project changed even
while the solution was still being explored. Many
solutionsAnventions/discoveries in human history have been found

without even being the initial focus of the conflict such as drugs
intended for one purpose found more useful healing something
entirely different. The prerogative to change the site, expand the
programmed spatial demands and redirect the theoretical
navigation only after schematic design exploration had run its
course seemed irrational. It met semi-support from the advisor,
Mr. White, and skepticism from the professor, Mr. Smith. The gut
feeling that some 'stone is left unturned' or something may
perform better than presupposed is one of mankind's
differentiating qualities from the animal kingdom. These
developments, as with many nonacademic projects, served as
necessary stepping stones towards the more pragmatic solution.
Without taking bold steps, even when seemingly irrational, a
solution will only remain confined to a box of 'known1s'. Einstein
was quoted saying: "the definition of insanity is one who seeks a
new solution doing the same action repetitively." The authentic
discoveries are always found in the 'unknowns'.
By no means does this infer that this project's final design is a
product of architecture never seen before. The concept of
recycling ISO containers was found to have a plethora of
successfully completed projects and intriguing ideas already
established in the search for 'modular architecture'. To this
designer, it was an unknown. Couple with the program parameters
it became a compelling solution possibility. The schematic
experimentation of the program with a different, but more
adequate, site and containers as modular structure components

conclusion ·
was certainly a gamble with the limited time to present a qualifying
proposal. Not to mention taking place beyond the preliminary
troubleshooting reviews. The most challenging circumstance of all
might be time. Any solution may be better but when the time for a
solution is met we use what we have. This design was derived
under dire time constraints with raising expectations. Perhaps its
successful 'keystone' came after all other turned stones and that's
all it needed was patient diligence. Rather, the essence of
adhocism was employed when the 'pieces' were all laid on the
table and necessarily urgent decisions were made.
Does any of this romantic conjecture factually defend a successful
project? The project is the product initiated by pupil ambition,
nurtured by advisory experience, and driven by prophetic
discipline. Even if all three of these participants, and possibly all
other contributing parties or qualified critics, are pleased with the
'final product' on paper and entertaining the imagination, how
actually successful can it be? Architecture is a human instrument.
This proposal was produced in response to human dilemmas. Its
actual construction for human use is still so far from reality and
accurately developed design that no one can reasonably judge its
possibility. We perceive its intriguing ingenuity from graphic
representation. Yet, its most crucial flaws would most certainly be
found in its actual attempted construction.
The conclusion of some may be that this work is a piece of art or
piece of trash. Others may find inspiration for further theoretical

exploration or laugh at its idea. Some may even meet the designer in
the imaginary dimension of experience with this design simply from
its graphic portrayal. Any of these could beneficially defend or
benign the work; as a work art. None-the-less, architecture is a
physical solution for physical human conflicts. The real measure of
any designer's capabilities is not in theory, it is in production. Can
human's rationally use, need or want what we design? The question
will linger for this proposal until it meets fruition. Then one can judge
its greatness or failure.
I would like to thank each designer whose transient exploration of
resolution provided me with precedence for this design, especially
those incorporating reusable containers in their architectural pursuits.
I also thank any designer who attacks the challenges of human dilemmas with an open mindedness for possibilities and holds the highest
regard for human sanctity and harmony with our environment. It is
not a mistake that we are a product of this environment. Design
wisely.
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